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We’re An American Band

July 19/Toronto, Varsity Stad
July 20.Montreal, Porum
July 21 Ottawa Civic Center
July 27 Harrisburg. State Farm Arena
July 22 Tr/edo. Sports Arena
July 29/ Cincinnati. U of Cin Ftball. Stad.
Augr.t 9. Greenville. Memorial Aud.

August 11/Birmingham. Municipal Aud
August 18/Jersey City. Roosevelt Stad.
August 19/N V.C., Louis Armstrong Bowl
August 24/Amarillo, Civic Center
August 25 / Ft Worth. Tarrant Co Conv. Ctr.
August 26/Corpus Christi, Coliseum
September 1/Chattanooga, Memorial Aud

September 2/Charlotte, Memorial Stad
September 14/New Orleans, Mun. Aud.
September 15/Lake Charles, Civic Center
September 16/Monroe, Civic Center
September 21 /El Paso, Civic Center
September 22/Albuquerque, Civic Aud.
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The Allman Brothers Bend: Outsiders
thought that Berry Oakley’s death might

With the help of God
and true friends
I come to realize I still
have two strong legs and
even wings to fly
"Ain’t Wastin’ Time No More"
Gregg Allman
T f the Hells Angels had wings, they
I could be the Allman Brothers
Band—a brash battalion who can be
as warm to each other as motherless
kittens, but as cold to outsiders as
tigers at bay. You can see it as the
members of the Allman “family” wait
in a white tiled dressing room deep
in the bowels of the Nassau Coliseum,
several miles outside of New York
City. Along one wall stands a folding
table littered with half-eaten sand
wiches. A large plastic garbage can
stands in the middle of the room,
filled with ice and beer. Drummers
Butch Trucks and Jai Johanny Jo
hanson are huddled in a far corner
talking to two young girls in tight
sweaters. Dicky Betts, his hair cut
angelically above his ears, chugs on
a beer. Gregg Allman, a vision of
platinum blond serenity, holds his
guitar and stares hypnotically at him
self in a huge mirror. The moment
is almost eerie in its peacefulness,
until a dungaree clad young stranger
with a backstage pass pasted on his
jacket accidentally throws a cigarette
butt into the garbage can of beer, and
another side of the Allmans emerges.
Twiggs, the group’s electrician, pho
tographer, and all round best-buddy
roars “HEY YOU!” in a Georgian
twang that causes everybody in the
room to freeze in his tracks. The
young stranger points to his own
chest. “Me?” He asks meekly.
“Yeah. You!” Twiggs growls. “You
throw paper in our beer? Get it
OUT!”
The boy obediently searches through
the icy beer and retrieves the cig
arette butt. Twiggs seems satisfied
until he spies the same boy across
the room nibbling at a half-eaten
sandwich. Suddenly Twiggs springs out
of his chair and races up to the hun
gry intruder. Lifting him by the seat
of his pants, Twiggs carries him to
the door and flings him out on his
face. The rest in the room watch in
grim fascination until the scene is
over. Then the same strange peaceful
ness descends over the rough and
ready Allman Brothers Band.
Troubled brotherhood: The rough
neck serenity that characterizes the
Brothers today has been with them
ever since they first got together four
years ago. The theme of their justreleased LP, Brothers and Sisters, is
a testament to that serenity . . . and
to the almost tribal closeness that has
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made it possible. The album's jacket
opens to reveal a crowd of jean clad
men and women standing close to
gether on a sunny back porch—the
members of the band, their roadies,
wives, girls, and friends. The mes
sage is plain to those who know the
group personally: the Allman Bro
thers and their close companions are
a single brotherhood, a huge, tightlyknit family.
But the music inside bears a differ
ent message. It carries the imprint of
the days last summer and fall, when
the Allmans’ family unity was slowly
strangling in one of the most difficult
crises of the Brothers' career. The
Allmans were suffering from a strange
bout of apathy, exhaustion and inde
cision. And their closeness was being
threatened by a personal ordeal that
had struck their most pivotal mem
ber—Gregg Allman.
Meeting in the sun: The roots of
the Allman brotherhood were first
planted when Duane Allman traded
the pieces of a motorcycle he’d crack
ed up for a guitar and joined Gregg
in a musical career that led them
through a maze of one-night stands in
dumpy clubs. In the two years that
followed, the brothers met the men
who would someday be as close to
them as their own flesh and blood—
Jai Johanny Johanson, Twiggs, Butch
Trucks and Dicky Betts. All of them
were slogging through the same deso
late towns, waiting for their big break
in the music business. After two years
on the road, fate brought them sep
arately to Florida, where they re-met
and got to know each other for the
first time.
Empty pockets: The way Dicky
Betts tells the story, if absence makes
the heart grow fonder, poverty
brought the band together. Dicky sat
in a lush suite of a New York hotel
restringing his guitar and talked about
the pennilessness they had all experi
enced together.
“In Jacksonville, Florida, we were
all living in an apartment the size of
this room.” Dicky waved his hand
over the ten-by-fifteen baby blue liv
ing room of the hotel suite. "We had
to take gigs for nothing just to get to
play, and we were going in the hole
rather than making any money.” No
matter how broke they were, the boys
shared everything. Red Dog, one of
the roadies, was getting a government
check every month that helped the
band to eat. One night the band play
ed a gig with only ten people in the
audience. Duane scraped together ten
one dollar bills and gave it to the
roadies. Red Dog didn’t understand
why he was being paid. “Well,” Du
ane told him, “you guys have to set
up and do the work even if nobody
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Gregg Allman, vocals: His brother's death
and his deteriorating relationship with his
wife threw him into a depression so deep
that he stopped talking to the other mem
bers of the group. He only spoke through
his new songs.
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comes to hear us. so you should at
least get a dollar for everybody who
came.” Sharing and understanding
became the key words in their daily
existence, and the seeds of what was
soon to become the Allmans’ brother
hood were being sown.
Fluorescent mushroom: While they
all lived in their tiny Florida apart
ment a friend dropped by each week
with another kind of seed: psylocybin
mushrooms. The psylocybin did more
than just occupy the boys’ time. What
ever the group experienced during
those intense psychedelic hours—and
they never discuss the details—it con
structed a bond of friendship that
has never been broken—not even in
death. The Allmans refer to it as the
“family,” and Dicky explains “It’s a
very personal thing. We didn’t start
it for publicity or for anybody to
know about it.”
Sleeping on floors: Willie Perkins,
the Allman road manager, joined the
“brotherhood” soon after the Florida
psychedelic experiences. “When I ran
into them I was a teller in a bank.
They were always broke and Twiggs
used to call me up when they were
in town and ask if they could crash
at my place. I let them sleep on the
floor. I kept telling Twiggs, ‘Whenever
you’ve got something for me to do in
the band. I’d love to take a try at it.’”
The time came when Twiggs had
an embarrassing encounter with the
law and had to go away for awhile.
The band had been touring in a Win
nebago trailer and came by Willie’s
house one day. Duane took him inside
the trailer and sat him down at a

table. He told Willie very sternly, “I
don’t know if you can do this. We’re
all crazy. We can drive you berserk.
But if you want to try it, come along
with us.”
Signed in skin: The psylocybin
mushroom became the symbol of the
family, and when the group reached
San Francisco, they went to visit
famed tattoo artist Lyle Tuttle. Each
member of the family had a mush
room tattooed on the calf of his right
leg. As the family grew, each new
member made the pilgrimage to Tut
tle for the tattoo. Now the entire road
crew, and almost every member of
the band has the sacred mark of the
brotherhood. “The only one of us
that doesn’t have it is Chuck Leavell
(the Allmans’ new pianist),” Willie ex
plains, “and that’s because we haven’t
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The Allman Brothers Band: For the first
time in almost a year, friends report that
they’re back to hugging each other trium
phantly when they come off stage and
joking around together when they’re back
home in Macon.
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been to San Francisco since he joined
the band.”
Four years ago Phil Walden signed
the group to Capricorn Records. Two
years later, their third album finally
made them a success. They were hail
ed as the first truly American band.
Their wildness and daring came
through in the rawness of their mu
sic, and it brought the reward of the
group’s first gold LP. As the band’s
popularity grew, so did their reckless
ness. With more money in their pock
ets they could afford more luxuries.
Luxuries like wives and children for
Duane and Gregg. Luxuries like high
powered motorcycles.
Cycle smash: On a residential street

in Macon, Georgia, Duane Allman
tried to pass a truck at a maddeningly
high speed and became the first fa
tality of the band’s reckless nature.
For a short time the shock of his
death brought the Allmans to a stand
still, but the brotherhood still existed.
After a month passed the boys began
to call each other on the phone. A
few weeks later they were jamming
together, trying to fill the gaping hole
Duane left in their memories and in
the sound of their music.
The album that followed was still
hailed as a masterpiece of American
music. It seemed to outsiders that only
good things laid in store for the bro
therhood. Yet behind the scenes, the
band was almost falling apart. And it
would take the loss of another Bro
ther to knit them together again.
Tails dragging: The Allmans were
playing a long and exhausting series
of concert dates last summer. Slowly
they became demoralized and spirit
less.
“They were just dragging
around,” a source close to the boys
comments privately. The problem, the
group thought, was exhaustion. So
when the Allmans played their last
date at the Hollywood Bowl in Au
gust, the source explains, “everyone
split in a different direction. They
needed a vacation more than any
thing else in the world.”
In September, the Allman Brothers
Band came back together again in
Macon, Georgia, to begin work on
Brothers and Sisters. “They just
couldn’t get it together,” says the
source, “they tried to lay down the
basic tracks, but they just kept chang
ing everything. They changed the
title, then the album concept, and
finally they changed the group by
adding Chuck Leavell on piano—
which meant they had to stop for a
few weeks just to work him in. It
really looked like they were gonna
blow it.”
The wench crisis: What lay behind
the indecision? A deep change had
come over Gregg Allman. His bro
ther’s death and his deteriorating re
lationship with his Texan wife, Shelly,
had thrown him into a soul-wrenching
depression. When the recording ses
sions ended each night, he no longer
hung around with the other members
of the brotherhood talking and sip
ping beer. Instead, he fled the studio
and brooded by himself or prowled
the local bars for women. When the
band went on the road, Gregg reg
istered at a separate hotel under an
assumed name and didn’t tell the other
group members how to reach. him.
“You couldn’t even talk to him, says
one friend, “I don’t think he even
realized just how bad off he was.
If Gregg talked about his prob
lems, it was through the songs he
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wrote for the new LP. There was
“Women and Blues,” which he now
confides, “I wrote because I was
pretty uptight about the way women
take men. The guy always gets the
raw deal in the end. The cut ‘Double
Cross’ is about the same thing—a
real cheap broad. The kind that al
ways gets drunk on you and sleeps
around.” In mid-summer, Gregg final
ly shook himself loose from the wom
an who had been hanging him up
the most. And he wrote a song to
commemorate the occasion—“Wasted
Words,” his favorite track on the
new LP. “Its sort of about the pre
dicament I found myself in with my
wife,” he explains. “I divorced her
and it cost me a whole lot of money.
We tried to work things out, but words
arc . . . bad news.”
The death that healed: Despite
the divorce and despite Gregg’s later
marriage to a tall, dark-haired Florida
girl who one friend describes as “too
beautiful for words,” the blazingly
blond Allman was still sunk deep
within himself. And the band was
still in trouble. Then came Berry
Oakley’s death last fall, when only
two cuts of the Brothers and Sisters
album had been completed. The
world was shocked. But the Allmans
were sobered. “It wasn’t really strange
that Berry got killed,” said Dicky
Betts somberly. “He rode a motorcy-

cle all the time and he was a reckless
fellow. Young and full of vinegar. A
motorcycle is a dangerous thing when
you’re that way.”
Paradoxically, Berry Oakley was
able to make as large a contribution
in death as he had in life. “When
Berry was killed, it put a halt to
everything for a while,” says a friend
of the group. “But in the end, it
tightened everything up.” At first
Gregg claimed to friends that he had
lost all interest in the group’s music.
He spent most of his days in Macon’s
Capricorn Studios or in New York's
Record Plant working on his own
solo album, Laid Back. And without
Gregg, the other members of the
band were reportedly at each others’
throats. But Berry’s death had shaken
them. Slowly they began to realize
that just as Oakley had lost his life,
they could lose their band. Gregg and
Dicky Betts gave up motorcycle rid
ing—it was just too dangerous. Gregg
bought himself a conservative Lincoln
Mark III and a suburban house near
his manager’s so he wouldn't have to
ride the rough bike trails that led to
the group’s farm in the country. In
April, the band buckled seriously down
to work. And two months later the
album they’d been working on for
nine long months was finally com
pleted.
The Brothers reunite: Now, for the

f The
Sutherland
Brothers
&

MUSIC
first time since last summer, Gregg
Allman can be seen in the streets of
Macon, Georgia, rubbing shoulders
with Dicky Betts, joking with Jai Johanny Johanson, and talking to Butch
Trucks about the band’s music instead
of just his own. For the first time in
almost a year, the title “Brothers And
Sisters” applies to the band’s once
fragmented family. And in the words
of a close associate, for the first time
since the band left the Hollywood
Bowl last August, “It’s getting back
to the way it used to be.”

It is finally show time at the Nas
sau Coliseum. The lights dim in the
immense auditorium as the crowd
takes to its feet in mass. Along the
backstage barricades the 95-man road
crew and its women proudly wait for
the band to walk to the stage. Five
red and blue spotlights hurl beams
aimlessly through the crowds as the
Allman Brothers Band emerges from
downstairs. In the darkness you can
see them all smiling at each other.
Their friendship, Dicky said as he was
about to leave the dressing room, “is
like a cake, one layer laid firmly on
another.” And as long as that friend
ship exists, music fans all over the
world will have the pleasure of listen
ing to America’s finest rough and
ready band.
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LIFEBOAT
Sutherland Brothers and
Quiver —
•RAVE performance and
album reviews by every
one who's anyone in
England
•Produced by
Mull Winwood of Island
•Will be louring the U.S.
this summer.

OCTOBER
Claire Hamill —
•Will bo louring the U.S.
this summer, loo
•Her second album for
Island
•Produced by
Paul Samwell-Smith
(acclaimedproducer ol
Carly Simon,
Cal Slovens, and
Paul Simon)
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BROKEN ARROWS
Rabbit •Remembered by U.S.
audiences as the key
board man from FREE
‘Sings, plays several in
struments. and wrote all
the songs
•Backup musicians In
clude friends from
TRAFFIC and FREE

Send Letters to:
Letters to the Editor
CIRCUS Magazine
801 Second Avenue
New York, N. Y. 10017

Letters
WIN A FREE LP
Hey, buddy, ya wanna win a free
record?
We’re itching to get your feelings
on which Circus articles hit you the
hardest. So we’ll make a deal with
you. Send us a letter telling which
article in this issue of Circus you like
the best and which article you like
the least. Then explain why. The writ
ers of the ten most informative let
ters will win a spanking new rock ’n
roll LP.
I’m looking forward to your letters.
Howard Bloom
Editor
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PHILADELPHIA DESERVES ALICE
I am writing this letter to make a
point—that Philadelphia and Alice
Cooper deserve one another. The
knowledge of this comes from recent
ly attending an Alice Cooper concert,
and from living in Philadelphia for all
but three years of my life.
After listening to and digging Alice’s
music for as long as any Cooper fan
has, and hearing people say what an
unbelievable show the band puts on,
I couldn’t pass up the chance to see
Alice and his group when they came
to Philly. With my ticket in hand,
my mind rushed with the thought of
witnessing a Cooper crusade. But
when my body dashed to the Spec
trum (the arena where Alice per
formed), I almost got run over by a
horse that some stupid Philadelphia
pig tried to bring through the crowd.
I watched Alice make love to a
dummy with no head, arms or legs,
occasionally spit on the stage, and ac
cept a joint from people in the audi
ence, raise the joint to his lips and
spit it back at them. The fact that
Cooper only played an hour and twen
ty minutes came almost as a relief,
since not even the music was really
up to par.
I would like to add one more thing
to justify my opinion of Philadelphia.
Only at a Philly concert is it neces
sary to tell eight or so thousand peo
ple to stand up and take three giant
steps backward not once but twice,
because people in the front are faint
ing as a result of those thousands of
people trying to rush the stage.
Getting back to Alice, I must say
that I am still a Cooper fan. That is,
I may never go to see him live again,
but I will continue to buy his albums,
get spaced and enjoy the music. If
that sounds hypocritical after the way
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I just put Alice down, think of it this
way. Philadelphia is a nice place to
visit but you wouldn’t want to live
here.
Linda
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania

GOD BLESS AMERI-C00P
After reading that lousy letter in
the June issue of Circus, I had to
write. The letter I’m talking about
was the one that says American mu
sic is stagnant and the U.S. has only
teenybopper idols. I’d like to know
what the hell these guys are talking
about. I know that Britain puts out
more rock bands than the U.S., but
that doesn’t mean we “get it on” with
Donny Osmond. We, too, are into
your British “glam rock.” And be
sides, just because David Bowie didn’t
come from the States doesn’t mean
he’s not playing American music. A
good musician, or rock band, makes
music for everyone, not just for the
kids in his own country. You did say
you saw Bowie in Philadelphia, didn’t
you? How American can you get? I
dig Bowie, too, but I also have an
open mind.
And that bit about Bowie kissing a
spectator. They asked, “Would Alice
Cooper have lowered himself to do
such a natural thing?” A quote from
Alice reads as follows: “And I love
young girls. As an audience, they’re
really cool. I kiss a 14-year-old girl
every night from the stage.” Peace . . .
B.M.
Utica, New York
YES SHINES BRIGHTLY
After spending the last month an
xiously awaiting the arrival of the
Yes album, Yessongs, I was, to the
surprise of nobody, the first person
in this area to purchase the first fresh
ly unpacked LP. I then immediately
rushed home, warmed up my head
phones and listened without interrup
tion to the six sides of the album.
More than once, I caught myself
laughing at the sheer brilliance of live
Yes, and at times I felt as if I were
listening to the original studio ver
sions. But the feel, the moods, the
total concept would grab me, and I
would actually experience the same
overwhelming sensation their live per
formance had given me.
If there is a weak point on this al
bum, I have failed to find it. From
the incredible art work of Roger
Dean to the unmatched brilliance of

Eddy Offord’s reproductive talents, I
must say that Yessongs is perfect in
every sense of the word. I have been
fortunate in experiencing Yes and
urge everybody to do the same, if for
nothing more than to enjoy beautiful
ly constructed moments of music.
A Yes fan
South Bay, California
IN SANE FLOPS
We’ve been writing letters defend
ing David Bowie and praising him to
the skies, but I’m really disillusioned
in him, both personally and as a mu
sician. I think Ziggy Stardust was
fantastic musically and all of his
earlier albums were fantastic lyrically.
But it’s apparent from his new album,
Aladdin Sane, that he’s just trying to
get by on an image. I think he’s fallen
into the ego trip (trap?) of thinking
that the public will eat up any old
piece of crap with the name David
Bowie on it. Not true. He’s doing it
all too fast. The public does not truly
accept his music yet, and Aladdin
Sane will hurt, not help him. His live
appearances aren’t helping him either.
The first concert gave us around an
hour of good, solid, exceptional rock.
Wham! He came back for a second
tour but this time with about ten
more musicians (who made the mu
sic muddy and confusing) and more
theatrics in the form of endless cos
tume changes and other boring things.
I’m sure if David Bowie makes his
way out of the pile of glitter and back
to the original Spiders and good mu
sic, he’ll end up a successful and
respected musician. If he continues
with the pompous, overdone ego,
well, he’s going to end up like Marc
Bolan is in America—nothing but a
joke.
Sadly having to agree
with Ron Ertman and Scott Schultz,
A Music-loving Pisces, From
California

BOWIE DEMENTIA?
Looking at your photo of David
Bowie in the article “The Bowie-Bo
lan Battle,” I feel that it is in Mr.
Bowie’s best interest that he have a
complete battery of neuro-surgical
tests. His photo shows one eye large
and the other constricted, a sure sign
of brain damage. Having recovered
from several bummers myself, I feel
someone should say something.
Another dude,
Asheville, North Carolina

=

(Editor’s note: Stop the stretchers!
Turn off the electrocardiograms! Dav
id’s enlarged pupil was the result of a
childhood fight—and not of brain
damage. An enterprising young bully
punched young Bowie in the eye. To
day, he is completely blind in that eye
due to retina damage.')
MARY HAD A LITTLE PILL
There have been times when I
have praised your magazine for ex
cellent reporting, and there have been
times when there has been inaccurate
reporting. In the March issue, an ar
ticle on Deep Purple told how “Mary
Long” came to be written. “Mary
Long,” according to the article, was
written as a satiric piece on Mary
Whitehouse and Lord Longford, two
so-called protectors of British moral
ity. The two were against smutty rock
lyrics.
Two months later, in May, it’s said
that “Mary Long” was inspired by a
TV show in “which the hero suggested
that the Virgin Mary probably only
had one son because she was on the
pill.” I consider that statement to be
very poor in taste. If the BBC ever
put on a program that said that, I
am sure that the Protestants and
Catholics alike in England would ob
ject to seeing or hearing such misuse
of Christ’s Holiness and of the Virgin
Mary’s. You probably won’t print

this, but I am sure that if enough peo
ple are concerned you’ll have some
thing to say about how the song came
to be written and hopefully retract
that statement due to careless report
ing. Thank you.
Christine M. Marmora
Hicksville, New York

(Editor’s note: Both accounts are
correct. A popular BBC television
show took an irreverent, tongue-incheek swing at the pill, and the result
ing uproar was initiated by Mary
Whitehouse and Lord Longford in
Mary's column in an English news
paper. Deep Purple were just swing
ing back with “Mary Long," their
own musical interpretation of the in
cident ... no misuse was intended.
And, oh yes, almost ALL major rock
groups, from Alice to Jagger, have
been personally blasphemed by Mary
Whitehouse and the good Lord Long
ford)
CAROLING IN THE PARK
I was among the thousands who at
tended the Carole King Concert (free)
in New York’s Central Park. And be
lieve me, a great time was had by all.
She is definitely the most beautiful
woman ever to hit chords on a key
board.
Also, I have lived in New York all

my life. I was always scared of the
people, but now I’m not afraid any
more. I thank you, Ms. King. If true
words were ever spoken of a person
or to a person, you are loved, Carole,
by 65,000 plus, and I will never come
down from the high you gave us.
God Bless you,
John Murphy
Richmond Hill, New York

FOR THE BOYS IN THE BAND
Alice Cooper appeared here recent
ly, and put on an unbelievable show.
Alice was as unusual and bizarre as
ever, but what really got me was the
other members of the group. Glen
Buxton, Neil Smith, Dennis Dunaway
and Mike Bruce were fantastic. Their
combined talents on guitars and bass
created the mood set for the concert.
Most people put their attention on
just Alice. Now it’s time for the true
Alice fans to pull their heads out and
watch the others in the group dance
around and play. Their show was as
much a part of the concerts as Alice
parading on the stage. Their musical
talents are unequaled by anyone, and
it’s a shame that they don’t get more
recognition than they do. Please print
this so the fans can realize their ability
and contributions to the show.
A Cooper fan
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma

»€. ARWIMTbit... UNIVtX.
H PIAM«MeYU
Touring with the 21 pound UNIVOX Compac-Piano
Stage-striding Edgar Winter slings this fast-moving piano
'round his neck...as the onslaught of swift flying fingers
race up and down a keyboard of 61 keys. A professional
at work with proficient sound working for him. The
Univox Compac-Piano gives five full octaves of
authentic piano and switched-on clavichord or honky
tonk, while maintaining sound clarity with a touch
of the sustain pedal. A terrific combination of
touring portability and professional performing
sound. Edgar Winter and the Univox
Compac- Piano... perpetually moving onward.

vNivex
Dept, cm 75 Frost St., Westbury, N.Y. 11590
A Gulf + Western Systems Company
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Carly Simon
Walked the beach in he,
negligee.
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And YOU could have missed it all. You
could have gotten to the newsstand
ten minutes after the last copy of Circus disappeared.
You could have been
off in the woods or up in the mountains
or just plain all-day spaced while every
Circus in town marched off the maga
zine racks in the hands of someone
else.

. . . DAVID BOWIE sat in his posh
New York hotel room writing about
the sequined crowd who had danced
across his carpet until dawn, and Cir
cus Magazine got the inside scoop.
. . . KEITH EMERSON motorcycled
around the English countryside while
Circus dug into the story of ELP's
strange game plans for the future.

M
SUPERSTARS
A WOATII

I

k '^1

. . . ALICE COOPER lounged in his
Connecticut mansion and told Circus
the intimate facts behind the most
amazing show in the history of rock
and roll wizardry.
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So get yourself some rock and roll in
surance. Subscribe to Circus Magazine
now I

i

. . . JETHRO TOLL'S whirling Ian An
derson laid down his silver flute and
1
let Circus in on the notions behind his I
latest album.
I
. . . In the most astonishing rock pho
tos ever published. Jagger pranced
I
in the nearly nude: Black Sabbath ca
vorted in a sunny graveyard, and

i~'rock”“^6iT~^th^d^uctory—ofTer”! I
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The glittering triumph off heavy metal.
Blue Oyster Cult: Voted best new group of the year
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“Banzai! BlueOysterCult isoneof
the best bands America's got."
—Gordon Fletcher, Rolling Stone
“‘Tyranny and Mutation’will blow
you over like no record in recent
memory... .They have all the equip
ment necessary to become the best
band in America."
—Lester Bangs. Creem
"Call it killer, call it heavy, but it is
the best non pretty American group
in a long while, in the same (urban)
league with The Doors and The

Velvet Underground."
—Jon Tiven, Yale Daily News

"The Blue Oyster Cult centers on
Buck Dharma. He may very well be
the best hard-rock guitarist in
America.”—Robert Christgau, Newsdav

. Screaming perditious hell fire
and brimstone guitar slashing feed
back stentority rooted in the sixth
dimensional afterworld of heavy
metal, of which BlueOysterCult
now hold the champion’s belt."
—Arthur Lew. Zoo World

“If any group has the potential to
match the recorded work of Led
Zeppelin and Black Sabbath—and.
much more importantly, to possibly
transcend the whole heavy metal
field—Blue Oyster Cult should be it.’’
—Mike Saunders,
Phonograph Records Magazine

"Tyranny and Mutation."
On Columbia Records and Tapes

Produced by Murray Krugman and Sandy Pearlman
h XCU.V4-. jgu*AC4S B£3 (X?»1tO IN US *.
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national Scenes
NEW YORK
JULY 20-21
Forum — JETHRO TULL (NYC)
JULY 20
Central Park — FOUR SEASONS/FRANKIE
VALLI/JAY AND THE AMERICANS (NYC)
Madison Square Garden — ALLMAN BRO
THERS (NYC)
JULY 20-21
Raceway — DRIFTERS (Monticello)
Miss Universe Contest — NEW SEEKERS
(NYC)
JULY 21
Central
Pi:
Park
CANNED
HEAT/WET
WILLIE
(NYC)
WII
rc)
JULY
22
JUI
Performing Arts Center
CARPENTERS
(Saratoga Springs)
JULY 27
Central Park — JUDY COLLINS (NYC)
Raceway — TOMMY JAMES (Monticello)
Raceway — DISCIPLE (Monticello)
Memorial Arena — BLOOD, SWEAT
TEARS (Binghamton)
JULY 28
Concert
BROOKLYN BRIDGE (Roosevel’It)
Central Park — CHEECH & CHONG/MELISSA MANCHESTER (NYC)
JULY 30
Central Park — B. B. KING/JAMES COTTON BLUES BAND (NYC)
AUGUST 1 & 2
TV Specials — SEALS & CROFTS (NYC)
AUGUST 3
Century Theatre — FOCUS (Buffalo)
War Memorial Coliseum — SEALS
CROFTS (Syracuse)
AUGUST 4
Central
Park
FOCUS/LIVINGSTON
TAYLOR (NYC)
AUGUST 5
Concert -— ”
ROBERTA
’
FLACK (Roosevelt)
Philharmoi,,^
,
ionic Hall
— WAR (NYC)
AUGUST 6
Central Park — JAMES GANG/TIM BUCKLEY (NYC)
AUGUST 8
Central Park — HELEN REDDY/ROBERT
KLEIN/BUZZY LINHART (NYC)
AUGUST 9-12
Melody Fair 1Theatre — CURTIS MAYFIELD
(North Tonawai
inda)
AUGUST 10
Central Park
MARY TRAVERS/DION
(NYC)
AUGUST 11
Central Park — IT’S A BEAUTIFUL DAY/
WISHBONE ASH (NYC)
AUGUST 13
Central Park — GLADYS KNIGHT & THE
PIPS/BLUE HARE (NYC)
Concert — ARTHUR, HURLEY
GOTTLIEB (Chappaqua)
AUGUST 13-19
Melody Music Fair — PAUL ANKA (North
Tonawanda)
AUGUST 15
Central Park — EVERLY BROTHERS/EARL
SCRUGGS
&
REVUE/DAVID
BROMBERG
(NYC)
AUGUST 15-18
Monticello Raiiceway — BROOKLYN BRIDGE
(Monticello)
AUGUST 17
Concert — IIKE & TINA TURNER (Port
Chester)
Central Park — MAHAVISHNU ORCHES
TRA/CASEY KELLY (NYC)
AUGUST 18
Central Park — MAHAVISHNU ORCHESTRA/MARSHALL TUCKER BAND (NYC)
AUGUST 19
Louis Armstrong Bowl
WE’RE AN
AMERICAN BAND (NYC)
AUGUST 20
Central Park — FOGHAT/MARK ALMOND
(NYC)
AUGUST 21-26
Westbury Theatre — PAUL ANKA (West
bury)
AUGUST 23-26
Concert
____ — BLOOD,~ SWEAT & TEARS/ '
CURTIS MAYFIELD (North Tonawanda)
AUGUST 24
Central Park — BONNIE RAITT/MARIA
MULDAUR/JOHN HAMMOND (NYC)
AUGUST 25
rk -tMUDDY WATERS/BOBBY
Central Pari
‘ “
COREA (NYC)
PEACE/CHICK
WOMACK & F
_____ ,
AUGUST 27
Central Park -— BUFFY SAINTE-MARIE/
IFANO & GIAMARESE (NYC)
ANDY PRATT/TUFANI
AUGUST 29
Central Park — SHA NA NA/CHARLIE
DANIELS (NYC)
AUGUST 30
American Song Festival — WAYLON JEN
NINGS (Saratoga)

&

&

&
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AUGUST i|31Park
Central

Red Rocks — BETTE MIDLER A HELEN
REDDY (Denver)

POCO (NYC)

CALIFORNIA

CONNECTICUT

JULY 20

JULY 29
Concert — CHEECH & CHONG (Walling
ford)
Sec
eaport Playhouse — BLOOD, SWEAT A
TEARL
iRS (Mystic)
JULY
•' 30-AUGUST
•
5
tdale Theatre — PAUL ANKA (WallingOaki
ford)
AUGUST
Yale IBowl
SEALS & CROFTS (New
Haven)

heim)nVent,°n Center — RARE EARTH (AnaJULY 21
Marine
—
- -----------------...ne World — •IT
’S A
BEAUTIFUL -DAY
(Redwi
wood City)
Mar,
irine World — SYLVESTER & THE HOT
BAND^^(Redwood City)
JULY
: 8
. ric
Clvi. Theater
BETTE MIDLER (San
Diego)
Dief'
Marine
World . —
COLD
BLOOD/EL
Ry)Ay'29> (Redwo°d City)
Memorial Aud.
RARE EARTH (Sacramento)
JULY 30-AUGUS1
IT 5
Concert — Bl
JETTE MIDLER (Los Angeles)
AUGUST 10
Concert — ROBERTA FLACK (Oakland)
AUGUST 11
Concert — IROBERTA FLACK (Sacramento)
AUGUST 12
Convention Center
ROBERTA FLACK
(Anaheim)
AUGUST 13-19
Amphitheater — CARPENTERS (Universal
City)
AUGUST 17
Coliseum — WAR (Oakland)
AUGUST 18-22
Knotts Berry Farm — PAUL REVERE &
THE RAIDERS (Los Angeles)
AUGUST 20-26
Universal Amphitheater — WAR (Los An
geles)
AUGUST 25
Marine World — TOWER OF POWER (Red
woe
wood
City)
AU’
AUGUST
29
Valley Fair — FIRST EDITION (Antelope)

ARIZONA
JULY 21
Big Surf — RARE EARTH (Phoenix)

CANADA

JULY 23-25
O’Keefe Cilenter — FOCUS (Toronto, Ont.)
JULY 26-28

JUCL°Yn^7u^U^lSEEKERS tTOrOn,°' °nt’
Piccadilly Tube — LIVERPOOL (Toronto.
Ont.)
AUGUST 1
ifax°nN s’) — BLOOD- SWEAT & TEARS (HalAUGUST 2
Concert — BLOOD, SWEAT
TEARS
(Moncton, N.B.)
AUGUST 2-4
O’Keefe Center
HELEN REDDY (Toronto. Ont.)
AUGUST 3
Forum — BLOOD. SWEAT & TEARS (Sydnev. Nfid.)
AUGUST 4
Memorial Gardens — BLOOD, SWEAT &
TEARS (St. John, Nfld.)
AUGUST 4-5
Lowell Recreation Park
STONEMANS
(Burlington. Ont.)
AUGUST 13-16
Garden of Stars — IKE & TINA TURNER
(Montreal. Que.)
AUGUST 18
BETTE
B c°ncert — BET
IE MIDLER (Vancouver,

&

Ont.)

GEORGIA
JULY 23-28
Concert — DOUG CLARK & THE HOT
NUTS (Atlanta)
JULY 28
WAYLON JENNINGS (CumConcert
mings)
JULY 28-29
Music Festival — DOC WATSON (Livonia)
AUGUST 10
Omni Auditorium — WE’RE AN AMERICAN BAND (Atlanta)
HAWAII

JULY 25-27
FIFTH DIMENSION (HonHilton Hotel
olulu)
AUGUST 10-11
:
HIC — BETTE MIDLER (Honolulu)
AUGUST
IT 27
;
HIC —
WAR (Honolulu)
ILLINOIS

JULY 16-28
^Penthouse Motor Inn — LIVERPOOL (West-

AUGUST 20-SEPTEMBER 1
o^Mad Mechanic — LIVERPOOL

AUGUST 24-SEPTEMBER 7
Bachelors III — LOU RAWLS (Ft. Lauderdal
Jile)
AU’____ _
nJGUST
24-SEPTEMBER 2
Newportt Hotel — PAUL REVERE & THE
RAIDERS ^Miaml)
(....
AUGUST 25
Hixon Hall — CHEECH & CHONG (Tampa)

(Toronto,

AUGUST
AUC'JST 29-30
2
National Exhibition — PAUL ANKA (ToronNational
to, Ont.)
COLORADO

JULY 21
Con
_jncert — B. B. KING (Denver)
Concert — RAHSAAN ROLAND KIRK (Den
ver)
Mile High Stadium
GLADYS KNIGHT
& THE PIPS (Denver)
JULY 30-AUGUST 5
Concert — WET WILLIE BAND (Boulder)
AUGUST 3
Concert TIM BUCKLEY (Denver)
AUGUST 21

JULY 20
White Sox Satdium — GLADYS KNIGHT
& THE PIPS/WAR (Chicago)
Concert — B. B. KI
KING (Chicago)
Concert — RAHSAAN ROLAND KIRK (Chi
cago)
JULY 20-22
Concert — HELEN REDDY (Niles)
JULY 22
Theatre — ROBERT KLEIN (ChiMill 'Run
F,-.. 7.
cago)
JULY 25
SEALS A
Mississippi River Festival
CROFTS (Edwardsville)
JULY 27-28
SEALS
&
CROFTS
McCormick Place
(Chicago)
AUGUST 1
Mississippi River Festival — STEPHEN
STILLS/MANASSAS (Edwardsville)
AUGUST 3
Mississippi River Festival — JOHN DEN
VER (Edwardsville)
AUGUST 8
AMERICA
Mississippi River Festival
(Edwardsville)
AUGUST 10
Kinetic Playground — FOCUS (Chicago)
AUGUST 15
„
,
Mississippi River Festival — LOGGINS &
MESSINA
AUGUST 18-19
Stadium — CHICAGO (Chicago)
AUGUST 21
.<aw
Mississippi River Festival — JOHN MAYALL (Edwardsville)
AUGUST 23-25
Concert — DR. BOP & THE HEADLINERS
(Champaign)
AUGUST 24
„„„
Mississippi River Festival — KENNY ROGERS/THE FIRST EDITION (Edwardsville)
AUGUST 25
Mississippi River Festival — CHICAGO

(Edwardsville)

Mississippi River Festival — JEFFERSON
AIRPLANE (Edwardsville)
AUGUST 31
Concert — FIRST EDITION (Arlington
Park)
INDIANA

JULY 19-21
, .
Concert — GUN HILL ROAD (Valparaiso)

A 3-Record Set On Atlantic Records and Tapes

Opening (Excerpt from "Firebird Suite") • Siberian Khatru • Heart Of The Sunrise • Perpetual Change
And You & I • Mood For A Day • Excerpts from "The Six Wives Of Henry VIII" • Roundabout
Your Move • All Good People • Long Distance Runaround • The Fish • Close To The Edge

Yours Is No Disgrace • Starship Trooper
All tracks recorded on four during 1972

Concert — ROBERT KLEIN (Valparaiso)
JULY 22
Concert — STRINGBEAN (Clarksville)
JULY 27
Concert — DR. BOP & THE HEADLINERS
(Maryville)
AUGUST 20-25
Bridgeview Theatre
FATS DOMINO
(Valparaiso)
AUGUST 23
Coliseum — CHICAGO (Ft. Wayne)
AUGUST 24
Roberts Stadium — CHICAGO (Evansville)
IOWA

JULY 20-21
Pzazz — DR. BOP & THE HEADLINERS
(Burlington)
JULY 25
PROCTOR & BERGMAN (Des
Concert Moines)
JULY 26
Concert — PROCTOR & BERGMAN (Cedar
Rapids)
JULY 27
Concert — PROCTOR & BERGMAN (Davenport)
AUGUST 9
Municipal ,Aud.
FOCUS (Sioux City)
AUGUST 15
Memorial Aud. — CHICAGO (Des Moines)
AUGUST 31
STRINGBEAN (Mt Pleasant)
Concert

KANSAS
AUGUST 8
Memorial Hall — FOCUS (Kansas City)
AUGUST 23
Concert WISHBONE ASH (Wichita)
KENTUCKY

JULY 21
Blue Giirass Fair — FIRST EDITION (Lexington)
AUGUST 2
Conct
.cert — TOMMY JAMES (Somerset)
AUGUS".
1ST 3_
Fair — IFIRST EDITION (Hopkinsville)
AUGUST 26
Concert STONEMANS (Renfro Valley)

LOUISANA
AUGUST 3
Concert — CHI-LITES (New Orleans)
AUGUST 10
Concert — CHI-LITES (Lake Charles)
AUGUST 11
Concert — CHI-LITES (Shreveport)
AUGUST 12
Concert — CHI-LITES (Baton Rouge)
AUGUST 22
Wa rehouse
FOCUS (New Orleans)

JULY 22
Merriweather Post Pavilion
JOHN SEBASTIAN (Columbia)
JULY 27-28
Stardust — BUCK RAM PLATTERS (Waldo>
>-D
JUI
JLY 30
Merriweather
sather Post Pavilion
FOCUS
(Columbia)
JULY 31
Merriweather Post
Pavilion
KINKS
(Columbia)
AUGUST 2
Merriweather Post Pavilion — MILES DAVIS/MUDDY WATERS (Columbia)
AUGUST 3-4
Merriweathi
Post Pavilion — AL GREEN
(Columbia)
AUGUST 5
Merriweather Post Pavilion
SEALS
CROFTS (Columbia)
AUGUST 7
Merriweather Post Paiivlllon
LOGGINS
& MESSINA (Columbia)
AUGUST 8
Merriweather Post Pavilion — SHA NA
NA/WHOLE OATS (Columbia)
AUGUST 9
Merriweather Post Pavilion — WISHBONE
ASH/CANNED HEAT (Columbia)
AUGUST 10
Merriweather Post Pavilion — JUDY COL
LINS (Columbia)
AUGUST 11
Merriweather Post Pavilion
AMERICA
(Columbia)
AUGUST 14
Merriweather Post Pavilion
TEMPTATIONS (Columbia)
AUGUST 16
BLOOD,
Merriweather Post Pavilion
SWEAT & TEARS (Columbia)
AUGUST 17-18
Merriweather Por*
jst Pavilion — GLADYS
KNIGHT & THE 'PIPS (Columbia)
AUGUST 20-21
Merriweather Post Pavilion — "TOMMY”
(Columbia)

&
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MASSACHUSETTS
JULYf 23-29
Cor.__
•ncert — SHIRELLES (Boston)
Conct
--.ert — _____
BELMONTS (Boston)
JULY 27
Fenway Park —- WAR (Boston)
Concert — RAHS
iHSAAN ROLAND KIRK (Boston)
JULY 28
Concert — BLOOD. SWEAT
TEARS
(Pittsfield)
JULY 30-AUGUST 4
Concert — DOUG CLARK & THE HOT
NUTS (Boston)
AUGUST 6-12
AUGUST11 ~ BROOKLYN BRIDGE (Boston)

&

Concert — ARTHUR, HURLEY & GOTT
LIEB (Boston)
iston)
AUGUST •“
Suffolk Downs
WAYLON JENNINGS
(Boston)
AUGUST 13-18
Sammy Whit<
DRIFTERS (Brighton)
AUGUST 14-19
Concert — TIM BUCKLEY (Boston)
AUGUST 15
Concert — B. B. KING (Boston)
AUGUST 18
Concert — EVERLY BROTHERS (Lenox)
AUGUST 21-26
Concert — BELMONTS (East Harwich)
AUGUST 29-SEPTEMBER 3
Concert — SHIRELLES (Harwich)
.MICHIGAN

MARYLAND

1

AUGUST __
22
Merriwealither Post Pavilion — GUESS WHO
(Columbia)
AUGUST 25
Merriweather Post Pavilion — JOHN MC
LAUGHLIN & THE MAHAVISHNU ORCHES
TRA (Columbia)
AUGUST 26
Merriweather Post Pavilion — CHEECH &
CHONG (Columbia)
AUGUST 28
Merriweather Post Pavilion — RARE EARTH
(Columbia)
AUGUST 30
Merriweather Post Pavilion
BEACH
BOYS (Columbia)
AUGUST 31-SEPTEME
IBER 1
Merriweather Postt Pavilion
FIFTH DI
MENSION (Columbia)

JULY 22
Pine Kr
inob Pavilion — FOCUS (Detroit)
JULY 23
ie“ Ki
K nob Pavilion — STEVIE WONDER/
Pine
AZTEC.
. (Detroit)
:CA^
JULY 24
Pines Kr
Knob Pavilion — KINKS/SHA NA NA
(Detroit)
JULY 25-5
•29
Pine Ki
(nob Pavilion — CARPENTERS (Detroit)
JULY 27-30
Fisher Theater — GLADYS KNIGHT
THE PIPS (Detroit)
JULY 30
Pine Knob Theater
SEALS & CROFTS
(Detroit)
AUGUST 6-7
Pine Knob Pavilion
FIFTH DIMENSION
(Detroit)
AUGUST 8
Pine Knob Pavilion — JUDY COLLINS (De
troit)
AUGUST 9
Pine Knob Pavilion — AMERICA (Detroit)
AUGUST 10-19
Twenty Grand Club — O’JAYS (Detroit)
AUGUST 12
Pine Knob Pavilion — LOGGINS & MES
SINA (Detroit)
AUGUST 19
Concert — B. B. KING (Saginaw)
AUGUST 20
Concert — CHUBBY CHECKER (Detroit)
AUGUST 20-21
Concert — DR. BOP & THE HEADLINERS
(Detroit)
AUGUST 20-22
Pine Knob Pc
Pavilion — CHICAGO (Detroit)
AUGUST 23
State Fair — ROBERTA FLACK (Lansing)
AUGUST 24-26
Pine Knob Pavilion
AL GREEN (Detroit)

&

MINNESOTA
AUGUST 16
Civic Center — CHICAGO (St. Paul)
MISSOURI

JULY 20
Concert — FOCUS (St. Louis)
JULY 27
Kiel Auditorium
STEELY DAN (St.
Louis)
AUGUS'
State
IKE & TINA TURNER (Sedalia)

AUGUST 30
Concert — CHICAGO (Kansas City)
NEBRASKA

AUGUST 20
Pershing Aud. — JOHN MAYALL (Lincoln)
AUGUST 31
Concert — CHICAGO (Omaha)
NEVADA
JULY 19-AUGU
IGUST 1
Harrah’s —- PAUL REVERE & THE RAIDERS (Tahoe)
AUGUST 2-15
Harrah’s — PAUL REVERE & THE RAID
ERS (Reno)
AUGUST 21-SEPTEMBER 3
Sahara Hotel — CARPENTERS (Lake Ta
hoe)
AUGUST 22-SEPTEMBER 11
Hilton — B. B. KING (Las Vegas)
AUGUST 22-SEPTEMBER 4
Riviera Hotel — NEW SEEKERS (Las Ve
gas)

NEW JERSEY
JULY 20-29
,
,
Club Harlem — JERRY BUTLER (Atlantic
City)
JULY 27
Concert — FOCUS (Passaic)
JULY 28
Concert — SKYLINES (Jersey City)
Concert — DRIFTERS (Jersey City)
JULY 29
Concert — BROOKLYN BRIDGE (Long
Branch)
JULY 30
Concert — SAM & DAVE (Seaside Heights)
AUGUST 3-12
Club Harlem — GLADYS KNIGHT & THE
PIPS (Atlantic City)
AUGUST 4
Concert — CHEECH & CHONG (Asbury
Park)
AUGUST 9-10
FIFTH DI
Garden State Arts Center
MENSION (Holmdel)
AUGUST 10
Concert — WISHBONE ASH (Asbury Park)
AUGUST 11
Garden State Arts Center — JUDY COLLINS (Holmdel)
AUGUST 12-18
Steel Pier — BRENDA LEE (Atlantic City)
AUGUST 18
Roosevelt Stadium — WE'RE AN AMER
ICAN BAND (Jersey City)
AUGUST 25
FOUR SEASONS
Conventioi
an Center
(Asbury Par
irk)
NORTH CAROLINA

JULY 21-22
Music Fei■stival — DOC WATSON (Angier)
AUGUST 3
Civic Center — O’JAYS (Durham)
AUGUST 4
Cumberland County Aud. — GUESS WHO
(Fayetteville)
AUGUST 15
Concert — WISHBONE ASH (Charlotte)
AUGUST 24
Concert
incert —
STONEMANS (Wilson)
Concert
incert — GLADYS KNIGHT & THE PIPS
(Fayetteville)
-“eville)
AUGUST 25
Concert — GLADYS KNIGHT & THE PIPS
(Charlotte)
AUGUST 26
Concert — GLADYS KNIGHT & THE PIPS
(Greenville)

OKLAHOMA
JULY 20-22
Concert —
AUGUST 22
Concert —
City)

SANCTUARY
WISHBONE

(Tulsa)
ASH

(Oklahoma

OHIO
JULY 24
CARPENTERS
Blot
___
issom
Music Center
(Cuyahoga
ihoga Falls)
JULY 24-2!
24-29
Gllly
’
s
G
Vs Club — RAY AYERS (Dayton)
JULY 27
Grove City
"
Music Park — SHA NA NA
(Columbi
...jus)
JULY. 28
"
Gro._
rove City Music Park — MUDDY WATERS
S (Col
(Columbus)
JULY 29
SEALS &
Grove City Music Park
CROFTS (Columbus)
AUGUST 6-12
Music Carnival — PAUL ANKA (Claveland)
AUGUST 12
Frontier Ranch — NEW SEEKERS (Colum-

FRESH. A NEW ALBUM FROM ONE OF THE MOST CONSISTENTLY INNOVATIVE
TALENTS IN HISTORY SL/&THE FAMILYSTONE. ON EPIC RECORDS AND TAPES
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AUGUST 17
AUGUST 18*U — F°CUS <Cinc,nnatl>

Badfinger

Music Hall — IKE & TINA TURNER (Col
umbus)
AUGUST^r" B B’ K,NG (Dayton)
Fair — STONEMANS (Randolph)
Blossoi..
Blossom Festival — ROBERTA FLACK
(Cuyahoga)
AUGUST 23-24
Concert — HELEN
REDDY (Columbus
Falls)
AUGUST 27
Concert — CHICAGO (Cleveland)
AUGUST 28
Gai
‘
irdens
— CHICAGO (Cincinnati)

r
/ ’

OREGON
JULY 27
Paramount Theater — AIR!
(TO GROUP/
GEORGE BENSON & IKE AND) TINA TURNER (Portland)
AUGUST 17
Concert — BETTE MIDLER (Portland)
AUGUST 19
Fair —- FIRST
“
EDITION (Eugene)
AUGUST 2
Inni of the Seventh Mountain
FIRST
EDITHION (Bend)

V

PENNSYLVANIA
JULY 21
Spectrum — O’JAYS (Philadelphia)
JULY 26
Concert — HELEN REDDY (Pocono)
JULY 31
Temple University -- CANNONBALL ADDERLEY (Philadelphia)
AUGUST 2
AUGUSTUS F*RST EDITION (Allentown)

w.

AUGUSTUS ?2

STRINGBEAN

AUGUST^ ~ TIM

BUCKLEY

(Kinttanning)

(Philadelphia)

AUGIJSt'17ri9k ~ ST0NEMANS (Lancaster)

Music Festival — DOC WATSON (Gettys
burg)
AUGUST 18
Concert — STONEMANS (Gettysburg)
Tamiment Country Club — FOUR SEA
SONS (Pocono)
AUGUST 20-SEF
•PT EMBER 1
Sheraton Mol
>tel — BUCK RAM PLATTERS
(Lancaster)
AUGUST 22-26
Alleghany C<lounty Fair
BRENDA LEE
(Pittsburgh)
RHODE ISLAND

JULY 23-29
Music Thc~
‘ — — PAUL ANKA (Warwick)
heater
AUGUST 6-1 k
Music Center
NEW SEEKERS (Warwick)

SOUTH CAROLINA
JULYf 27
Cor
•ncert — BLACK OAK ARKANSAS (Sumter)
AUGUST
Colisei
O’JAYS (Atlantic Beach)

plays
Ovation

SOUTH DAKOTA
AUGUST 4
Concert —

(Kennebec)

| Ovation Instrument? lac. ,s5 ’

JULY 21
Concert — STRINGBEAN (Nashville)
JULY 28
Concert — HELEN REDDY (Nashville)
AUGUST 18
Ellis Auditorium
FOCUS (Memphis)
AUGUST 19
TBA — FOCUS (Nashville)
AUGUST 21
Concert — STRINGBEAN (Nashville)
AUGUST 25
Concert — STONEMANS (Greenville)
AUGUST 26
Municipal Aud. — CHICAGO (Nashville)
AUGUST 31
Concert — GLADYS KNIGHT & THE PIPS
(Nashville)

■

TEXAS

“Day
After Day**
■

EH Send me a Badfinger poster. Enclosed is 50i.
EH Send me all three Ovation catalogs. Enclosed

NEW HARTFORD, CONN. 06057
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Name

&

SANCTUARY

TENNESSEE

Street
| City-

State.

Zip

I

JULibert9y22Hall

—

DOBIE GRAY

(Houston)

JULY 26-AUGUST 4
Fairmont Hotel — LOU RAWLS (Dallas)
AUGUST 2
Coliseum — RARE EARTH (Dallas)
AUGUST 3
RARE EARTH (San AnHemisphere
tonio)
*US>Ium — RARE EARTH (Houston)

AUGUST 19
Concert — >WISHBONE ASH (San Antonio)
AUGUST 20
Concert — WISHBONE ASH (Houston)
AUGUST 21
Concert — WISHBONE ASH (Dallas)
AUGUST 24
Civic Center — WE'RE AN AMERICAN
BAND (Amarillo)
AUGUST 25
Tarrent Co. Conv. Center — WE'RE AN
AMERICAN
(Ft. Worth)
, iN BAND
—.
AUGUST■ 26
Coliseum
turn — WE
\ ’RE AN AMERICAN BAND
(Corpus Christi)
UTAH

AUGUST 18
HELEN REDDY
Special Event Center
(Salt Lake City)
AUGUST 25
(Treasure
EDITION
FIRST
Concert —
Mountain)

VIRGINIA
JULY 22
GLADYS KNIGHT & THE
sum
Coliset*
m —
tichmond)
PIPS (Ric
JULY 23-29
Concert — DEL VIKINGS (Virginia Beach)
AUGUST 11
Concert — HELEN REDDY (Hampton)
AUGUST 19
Concert — ROBERTA FLACK (Norfolk)

WASHINGTON
JULY 28
Paramount Theater — AIRTO GROUP/
GEORGE BENSON & IKE AND TINA TUR
NER (Seattle)
AUGUST 16
Opera House — BETTE MIDLER (Seattle)

WASHINGTON, D. C.
JULY 23-29
Concert — CHI-LITES (Washington)
JULY 30-AUGUST 5
Barron Amphitheater — EARTH. WIND
& FIRE (Washington)
WEST VIRGINIA

JULY 28-29
Country FRoads — STONEMANS (Glenville)
JULY 28
“''ic Center — FOUR SEASONS (CharlesCivi
ton)
JULY 29
Bluegrass Festival — WAYLON JENNINGS
(Glenville)
AUGUST 1
Street Fair
Foi — STONEMANS (Bramwell)
WINSCONSIN
JULY 23
Granny’s — DR. BOP & THE HEADLINERS
(Oshkosh)
JULY 25
County Park — DR. BOP & THE HEADLINERS (Shawano)
JULY 28
Concert — STRINGBEAN (Waupun)
Community Bldg. — DR. BOP & THE
HEADLINERS (Stoughton)
JULY 29
Shindig
idig — DR. BOP & THE HEADLINERS
(Mosinee)
iee)
JULY 31'
Puri
_.'ple Haze — DR. BOP & THE HEAD
LINER
LINERS
(Wisconsin Dells)
AUGUST 17
Arena — CHICAGO (Milwaukee)
AUGUST 23
Auditorium — GLADYS KNIGHT & THE
PIPS (Milwaukee)

Become a National Scenes
Contributing Advisor!
If you're able to give us concert dates
in your area for three months in a row,
we’ll list you on our masthead as a Na
tional Scenes Contributing Advisor and
send you a free record each month
you mail us a usable set of dates.
Send information on performances
scheduled for September 20 through
October 25 to National Scenes, Circus
Magazine, 801 Second Ave., New York,
N. Y. 10017. Tell us the name of each
group, when it’ll be performing and
where. Dates must reach our offices no
later than August 6.

Focus.You can hear them co
■ '4

In Concert
DATE
June 29
30

July
2
1

5

6& 7

12
13

PLACE
DATE
Berkeley Community Theatre 14
Berkeley, California
15
Golden Hall
San Diego, California
17
Civic Auditorium
Santa Monica, California
18
The Arena
Fresno, California
19
Vancouver Gardens
Vancouver. B.C.
20
Paramount Theatre
Seattle, Washington (6th)
22
Portland, Oregon (7th)
25
Municipal Auditorium
San Antonio, Texas
26
Music Hall
Houston, Texas

PLACE
DA TE
Majestic Theatre
27
Dallas. Texas
28
Music Hall
Oklahoma City. Oklahoma
Wheeling High School Field House
30
Wheeling, Illinois
Dupage County Fair Grounds
Aug. 3
Wheaton, Illinois
Orpheum Theatre
4
Minneapolis. Minnesota
Kiel Auditorium
8
St. Louis, Missouri
Pine Knob Pavilion
9
Detroit. Michigan
Pavilion
10
De La Jeunesse, Quebec, Canada
Capitol Theatre
11
Montreal, Canada

PLACE
Capitol Theatre
Passaic, New Jersey
Convention Center
Asbury Park. New Jersey
Merriweather Post Pavilion
Columbia, Maryland
Century Theatre
Buffalo. New York
Music Festival
Central Park. New York
Memorial Hall
Kansas City. Kansas
Municipal Auditorium
Sioux City. Iowa
Kinetic Playground
Chicago, Illinois
Jackson County Fair
Jackson. Michigan

22
Sept. 1

2

PLACE
Music Hall
Cincinnati, Ohio
Ellis Auditorium
Memphis. Tennessee
T8A
Nashville, Tennessee
Municipal Auditorium
Birmingham. Alabama
Warehouse
New Orleans. Louisiana
Pirate s World
Dania (Miami). Florida
Bay Front Center
Tampa. Florida

Sire Records®
Distributed by Famous Music Corp

Focus.The Dutch masters of music.

A Gull +W«stern Company
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Record Reviews

Paul McCartney: RED ROSE is refreshingly
tasteful—like a sip of iced tea.
Yes—Yessongs (Atlantic)

Tt’s long been a pet theory of music
1 buffs that Yes are far better live
than they are on record. Live perform
ances do away with unnecessary over
dubbings and over-production at
tempts that only seem to botch up
the music. And as you may have sus
pected, this three-record set presents
Yes at their very best, for they are not
only live they are spontaneous (as
spontaneous as this carefully rehearsed
band can be). Yes presents versions
of all the songs you’ve always wanted
to own plus a six-minute compilation
of the most exciting highlights of
Wakeman’s solo album, The Six Wives
Of Henry VIII (A&M). For a very
reasonable price, Atlantic Records
presents the only Yes album up to
this point that you must own.
And good music abounds right from
the first strains of the pre-recorded
Stravinsky “Firebird Suite”—which
opens every Yes performance—
through “Heart Of The Sunrise,” the
always-peaceful “And You And I,”
the romping "Roundabout,” “Your
Move,” “All Good People” with its
graceful harmonies, “Long Distance
Runaround,” “Close To The Edge”
with its optimistic spirituality, and
“Yours Is No Disgrace,” plus the
astral-travelling “Starship Trooper”
which closes the set. In fact, if you’ve
seen Yes within the last eight months
and liked them well enough to want a
souvenir, pick this album up and you
will have a - guaranteed replica of
whichever concert you saw.
Jon Anderson’s plaintive, little-boylost voice carefully captures the mood
of his own spiritualistic, nature-orient
ed lyrics. In fact, despite the occasion
al off-key notes which he rectifies im
mediately, Anderson sounds better
than he did on past Yes studio efforts.
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by Janis Schacht

Alan White’s gritty drum beats gather
the diverse styles and melodies into
one tight bundle of sound. Chris
Squire’s lead instrument-like bass pro
vides a flexible -wall of rhythm work
ing hand and hand with Steve Howe’s
highly impressive guitar work, which
stands out especially strongly on num
bers like “Roundabout,” with its rap
idly changing mellow rhythms and
“Mood for a Day,” where he gets a
chance to break into the refined Span
ish acoustic style he does so well. And
of course, Rick Wakeman’s magnifi
cent keyboard mastery as he tackles at
least half a dozen instruments simul
taneously proves beyond a doubt that
he sums up the spirit of Yes. If your
bedroom proves a poor P.A. system
for studio-Yes, pick up on this fine
live LP, a great historical representa
tion of one of England’s best live
bands.

ent, for his music is no passing fad or
fancy. It’s just that he doesn’t weigh
his tunes down with droning leadweight rhythm guitars, monotonous
4/4 drum beats or deafening levels of
noise. Instead, he provides great mel
ody lines and poetic lyrics (“Trees,
falling leaves/come alive, watch them
dive/eyes come to life/when you
smile for awhile”) coupled with su
perior musicianship and excellent pro
duction.
Other highlights of the LP include
the ballad “Lines On My Face,” an
attempt to deal with the hardships
of a long distance marriage (some
thing rock singers know about better
than anyone), and Frampton’s ar
rangement of Stevie Wonder's “I Be
lieve (When I Fall In Love With
You It Will Be Forever),” which is
inventive and beautifully executed.
This is a worthwhile LP to invest in.
You won’t be disappointed.

Roger Daltrey—Daltrey (Track)

Frampton’s Camel—Frampton’s
Camel (A&M)

Ex-Humble Pie-er Peter Frampton
and his rather exceptional band—
which consists of Rick Wills on bass,
Mick Gallagher on keyboards, and
John Siomos on drums—present their
first group effort, and it’s a total win
ner. This is still basically a Peter
Frampton solo album mainly because
Frampton’s strong musical person
ality exerts a tremendous pressure on
any band he plays with. He has that
special flair for creating delicate mel
odies that manages to create a feel
ing of vulnerability even when he
rocks. It was that fragile quality that
gave early Humble Pie albums the
pleasant balance which is now only a
memory that’s fading fast.
Side one opens with “I Got My
Eyes On You.” Peter’s love for Stevie
Wonder's music is highly evident here
as he borrows some of the guitar
work from “Superstition” and presents
a mid-paced chugger with subtle soul
ful undertones and heavily English
pop-based overtones. Peter’s unique
guitar sound—simultaneously sooth
ing and soaring—dominates the track
behind Siomos’ blustering drum work.
“All Night Long” is a fine example of
Frampton’s vocal abilities, as he suc
ceeds in juggling all the vocals (in
cluding the choruses) by himself. He
has one of the most beautifully im
ploring voices in rock, in fact, every
thing about Frampton’s music is light,
airy and exhilarating. This is not to
imply that Peter is a lightweight tai-

‘ Get it through your skull fast—the
man singing this record is, in fact, the
first, last and only lead singer for the
Who: Roger Daltrey. But all simi
larities between Daltrey and anything
The Who have ever recorded soon dis
solve into thin air. Gone are the bash
ing drums, gone are the famous Town
shend chords and feed-back, gone are
the pulsating sounds of the bass-line.
They’ve been replaced by a generous
supply of orchestration, gentle piano
work, and acoustic guitar; and to be
honest, for a change of pace it’s a
nice sounding record.
There’s a fairly dated feeling about
the album, probably because Daltrey’s
producer, Adam Faith, is making his
first appearance on the rock scene

Roger Daltrey: If you’re looking for Wholike music, you won’t find It here—he s
exchanged the brash for the ballads.

Hi there, rock fan!
Here's a way for you to enjoy Martin Mull's
great new album
Martin Mull and His Fabulous Furniture in Your Living Room
(including that cute hit single "Dueling
Tubas") in a way that quite possibly has not
occurred to you. It's a beautiful little idea
which came to Martin himself one day not
long ago while musing over the ingenious title
of his great new album (which includes the
clever "2001 Polka").

OK now, you’ll love this:
Why not invite all your friends over to your
house one night (you can tell them you have a
special treat in store for them; that'll really
pique their interest) and charge them, oh, say
$4 to S5 a piece to sit in your, let’s face it,
used furniture, and listen to Martin s great
new album (containing the controversial
"Martin, Leon, Elton and John") on your
stereo.
After doing this several times (and you can
be sure it'll be several times—once your
friends listen to Martin's great new album
(including the touching "My Wife" they'll ask
to come back to hear it, time and time again)
you'll no doubt have collected enough money
to go out and buy yourself some brand new
furniture. (It may take a little longer for those
of you with only one or two friends.) Your
friends will then be able to say, "Let's go
over and visit (your name here) and sit in his
fabulous furniture and listen again to that
great Martin Mull album (which contains the
poignant “Ukulele Blues").”
Now, won't that be fine? Fabulous furniture!
Isn't that a great idea? You'll be so proud!
Now, it was Martin's idea, but you can tell all
your friends that you thought it up yourself, if
you want. C'mon. Do it just as soon as you
can. It's a sure bet you'll be a big hit around
your neighborhood when you do.
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Paul McCartney and Wings—Red
Rose Speedway (Apple)

1
•'

Frampton’s Camel: Combining fragile ly
rics with soul and pop, Peter Frampton
throws out the dead-weight to expose a
real live wire.

1

since 1964. This isn’t meant as an in
sult to either the blond-haired, good
looking Mr. Faith or the blond-haired,
good-looking Mr. Daltrey. What it
means is that the record is not affect
ed by any of the pompous, heavyhanded late sixties psychedelic, under
ground-progressive trends. In their ab
sence are real songs with legitimate
arrangements.
Much of the fine musicianship
comes compliments of Russ Ballard
(lead guitarist for Argent) and Bob
Henrit (drummer for Argent), but
there’s a whopping chunk of talent
in the guise of Dave Courtney’s fine
music (he and Leo Sayer share writ
ing credits for all the material on this
LP) and spirited piano work. And
Del Newman’s string arrangements
are as tastefully executed as his sim
ilar string work with Cat Stevens.
Daltrey’s voice has gone through
some growing pains and has emerged
much fuller than it’s ever sounded
before, especially on an exceptionally
haunting ballad entitled “When The
Music Stops” where Daltrey sounds
like Paul McCartney on a good day.
Or maybe it’s closer to the feel
of “New York Mining Disaster” on
Bee Gees First—that is, filled with
unabashed sentiment. Then there’s
the single, “Give It All Away,” with
its lovely piano work followed by
Daltrey’s crystal clear voice pushed
all the way up front now, no longer
camouflaged by the Who’s inevitable
chaos.
One of the most memorable mo
ments comes with the tune entitled,
“The Story So Far,” a blend of reg
gae and 1966 rock and roll complete
with hokey horns. The song moves
along at a high-charged dramatic pace.
Why not prepare yourself for a pleas
ant surprise and listen?
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Once upon a time, when pop mu
sic—especially English pop music—
was young and innocent, there lived
two really fine singer/songwriters
named Paul McCartney and Denny
Laine. One played bass guitar and
crooned sweet lullabies with a group
called the Beatles and he shook his
head and made girls scream. His name
was Paul. The other one had an in
credible voice and played great guitar
in a band called The Moody Blues.
He sang on one smash single called
“Go Now,” and even though he didn’t
become incredibly famous, his voice
did. Then there was this gallavanting
photographer named Linda Eastman
who took great photos and who swore
she'd marry Paul McCartney some
day, and two experienced session mu
sicians, American Denny Seiwell, and
Englishman Henry McCullough. And
one day not so very long ago, they
joined forces to form this rather
strange band called Wings.
Paul McCartney and his wife Linda
(who got her wish) sing the songs
they write, and very few of their songs
live up to the creative standard that
Paul himself created back in the mid
sixties. There is “My Love,” which
is destined to become the summer
song of 1973 and will be the back
ground music for lots of fleeting love
affairs and maybe even some perma
nent ones (in years to come it will
even make a lot of people cry). Kudos
to Denny Laine’s temperate bass work,
also. Next best is “Hands Of Love,”
which has an almost skiffle feel to
it. Skiffle, you may remember, is the
kind of music that the Liverpudlians
made famous around 1962, a combi
nation of bouncing jug band, mellow
country, and rocking Liverpool. It has
lots of simple harmonies and a pleas
ing melody line. Another standout is
a little jumper called “Power Cut,”
which closes the album. It features
Linda playing electric piano with one
hand and Paul playing good ole regu
lar keyboard with both hands. Then
there’s “Big Barn Bed,” which is kind
of Beatle-ish with it’s repetitive chor
uses, clean-cut lead guitar work and
White Album-style vocals.
One complaint: why can’t Denny
Laine, one of the best singers around,
get a chance to solo . . . this is sup
posed to be a band. But after all is
said and done, even though this is
“hate Paul year,” this record isn’t bad.

Paul Simon—There Goes Rhymin'
Simon (Columbia)
There’s a certain predictable level
of excellence-cum-boredom that is,

was and always will be surrounding
the music of Paul Simon. It’s the same
music now that we were all swooning
to in 1967 and 1968 and 1969. All
the melodies are the same as the old
ones, all the arrangements are the
same; when the music is fast Simon
tackles it in a certain way, when the
music is slow his approach changes.
A lot of critics have already pro
claimed this new Paul Simon effort a
far better and more together LP than
the first Paul Simon solo album, but
they're not really right. There’s noth
ing near the cleverness of “Me and
Julio Down By the Schoolyard;” there
are no ballads as immediately grab
bing as “Duncan.” And even though
“Kodachrome” is a pretty decent little
bouncer, it isn’t going to rock the
halls of music history the way his
songs used to.
Take them one by one. “Take Me
To The Mardi Gras” is, at best, a
cutesy little Jamaican-accented num
ber, but there’s really no exciting
melody to speak of and the tasteful
arrangements are still mildly middleof-the-road. Has the righteous revolu
tionary of rock and roll, the man be
hind the duo that gave us the earthshattering, lyrically potent version of
“Silent Night” that left the song
scarred and battle-bruised forever,
gone soft at last? Is age taking over?
A pop star should not be judged by
age, but you certainly can hear the
lack of musical growth here . . .
could it be from laziness or from an
inability to move forward with the
times? On “Something So Right”
there’s that same old melody again
with lyrics about the wall in China.
Then, when the music breaks with a
bridge and shifts to the subject of
love, it sounds almost like a Mc
Cartney solo special. There are mo
ments of potential brilliance when
Simon’s genius shines through. The
piano intro on “One Man’s Ceiling
Is Another Man’s Floor” is dazzling
as it switches from swing to classics
without even a wince. But the Nilssonlike 40’s big band style really gets
boring within a matter of moments.
Paul Simon: the man who went
from music to muzak without blink
ink an eye.
r__:
____ r:
Paul 2:
Simon:
RHYMIN’ SIMON’jS not his
—-I.
U.A.
I* D-...I
best ...
work
to date.
Is Paul growing old or
just lazy?

'
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'Love, Devotion and Surrender'—
McLaughlin Tosses Santana
To The Lord
by Penelope Ross

What in the world impelled the long-haired Latin street kid to join

the tightly-shorn British Buddhist
for a recording session in a hollowed out church?

John McLaughlin: While the teen-age Car
los Santana hung out on San Francisco
street corners, the twenty-one-year-old
John McLaughlin was falling off a British
stage . . . stoned out of his mind.

’1

rxn the surface, it seems like one
of the most unlikely pairings in
the land of rock and roll. John Mc
Laughlin was born in Yorkshire, Eng
land, and raised in an upper-middic
class home by a mother and father
who loved classical music. Carlos
Santana was born in Mexico and rais
ed in the San Francisco slums by an
uneducated mother and a father who
played in Mexican street bands. Mc
Laughlin begins a concert by request
ing his audience to join him in a few
minutes of silent meditation. Santana
used to open concerts by torturing
his guitar strings into a demonic fren
zy of high volume sound. McLaugh
lin and his Mahavishnu orchestra leap
into music that is contradictorily laced
with total energy and tranquillity. His
long, searing guitar lines—with their
references to cool jazz and Indian mu
sic—are locked in a contrapuntal em
brace with Jerry Goodman's electric
fiddle. Jan Hammer chimes in on key
boards: and Jack Laird on bass and
Billy Cobham on drums provide the
foundations for the band's soaring
flights. And while the end product is
exhilarating in the extreme, the audi
ence is disinclined to stand up and
boogie in the aisles, partly due to Mc
Laughlin’s religious attitude and part
ly because you could break an ankle
trying to dance to those complicated,
fluid rhythms. Carlos Santana’s band
races to the other extreme. Santana
has had them dancing in the aisles
since the group made its first appear
ance five years ago.
Head hits concrete: As a conse
quence, a musical union between Mc
Laughlin and Santana seemed as like
ly as a marriage between Archie
Bunker and Maude. Yet the impossible union has just occurred. The

street kid from San Francisco and the
religious devotee from Yorkshire have
gone into the studio together and
emerged with a joint album—Love,
Devotion and Surrender (on Colum
bia Records). How did it happen?
Part of the answer lies in two life
stories that for all their dissimilarities
have a strikingly similar undercurrent. John McLaughlin started life
as anythingj but a holy man. He may
have trained in classical piano and
violin at the age of seven, but at six
teen he dropped out of school and a
few years later joined the Graham
Bond Organization with future Cream
superstars Jack Bruce and Ginger
Baker. “He was getting very stoned
at the time’,” recalls Bruce, “he ac
tually fell off the stage in Coventry
and played this death chord as he
landed . . . kkkrrruuuuunngg.”
Wrenched by the spirit: Then one
night in 1963, after reading about
the spiritual philosophy behind Tarot
cards, McLaughlin was playing with
Brian Auger's band when “suddenly
the spirit entered me and it was no
longer me playing.” Six years later
in New York, John made his commit
ment to the spirit formal and became
a follower of the Indian guru Sri
Chinmoy. Like John, the young Car
los was no saint. When his parents
announced they were going to leave
Mexico, ten-year-old Carlos ran away
from home, and the family crossed
the border without him. Six months
later his mother came back and found
him wandering the streets of Tijuana
on his own. By 1968, when he gained
success with the first Santana band,
he continued his renegade ways,
sleeping with as many women as he
could handle, dropping acid and dab
bling with other drugs. Yet slowly the

discussions of kharma and reincar
nation he had with his friends began
to move him into the realm of the
soul.
Backstage summit conference: On
a recent stopover at his New York
apartment, Mahavishnu John Mc
Laughlin told how the pair of prodigal
sons finally met. It happened one
night a year ago when the Mahavishnu
Orchestra was performing at San
Francisco’s Winterland. The band
played and the audience grooved. One
of those grooving was that unlikely
fan, Carlos Santana, who not only
loved the music, but knew about Mahavishnu's spiritual associations with
Sri Chinmoy. Carlos himself had
been doing some spiritual investiga
tions—meditating on Jesus and check
ing out Indian philosophies. So when
Santana introduced himself to Mc
Laughlin, they had a lot to talk about
—music and spirituality.
They must have seemed a strange
pair as they sat in the dressing room
talking—Carlos with his velvet shirt
and long hair looking ultra-hip and
ultra-worldly; John with his peculiar
ly short haircut and inexpensive
sweater looking super-normal and su
per-subdued. But appearances did not
keep the two from seeing all they had
in common. Santana invited McLaugh
lin to his home to continue the con
versation, but concert commitments
kept the British guitarist from ac
cepting. However, the two met again
soon in Los Angeles, where the Ma
havishnu Orchestra was continuing its
tour, and talked some more.
Santana swaps bands: While Ma
havishnu was touring and recording,
Santana was going through . major
changes. Most of his originai band
had left, there were hassles with man
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agers, incompetent and sometimes cor
rupt lawyers and accountants and the
wrench that comes from changing
musical directions as he did in his
latest album, Caravanserai. In the
midst of all this Santana continued
his studies of various religions, re
moved himself entirely from the drug
scene, and generally turned his head
around.
Months passed but Mahavishnu had
not forgotten Santana. The next event
in their journey toward togetherness
was a strong coincidence, or, if you
are a fatalist, a pre-destined act of
the Gods. As McLaughlin described
it, “it was really strange the way it
happened. No, it was really nice. I
woke up one morning with this idea
for an album I wanted to do with
Carlos. That same day, my manager
phoned me to say that he had been
having meetings with Clive (Davis,
president of Columbia) and that Clive
had this idea that I should do an al
bum with Carlos. I called Carlos right
away, but he wasn't home, so I left
a message and he called me back.’’
The bowels of the church: With
the blessings of all concerned, Carlos
and Mahavishnu talked by telephone
several times about ideas for the im
pending LP. Then McLaughlin made
another trip to California to visi» with
Santana, talk some more and re
hearse. By November of 1972, both
were ready for the studio and made
the trek back to New York where they
checked into Columbia's recording
plant on East 36th Street. Appropri
ately enough, that massive studio,
home of original cast recordings and
monster Christmas parties, was located
in a de-sanctified church and boasted
some of the best natural acoustics to
be found anywhere. McLaughlin and
Santana each brought with them a
very few people from their respective
bands. For these first sessions, Mc
Laughlin had Jan Hammer from the
Mahavishnu Orchestra, not playing
his usual piano but displaying his
other talent as a percussionist. “He’s
very good at it,’’ McLaughlin noted
admiringly.
Santana had three from his band—
Doug Rauch on bass, Armando Pera
zo (a veteran of the Latin music
scene) on percussion and Mingo
Lewis on congas. Don Elias from the
Lou Rawls band played drums and
Kalid Yasim played organ. Needless
to say, McLaughlin and Santana play
ed guitar.
Swept into oneness: One friend,
admirer and observer of those No
vember sessions was very impressed
with the goings on at East 36th Street.
He reported that “Everything was
positive and the music just flowed.
There was no star ego. The two of

them played so well together that often
you couldn’t even hear which one was
which.’’ McLaughlin agrees. “We had
a very strong rapport. And neither of
us dominates the music. Spiritual har
mony creates musical harmony. The
result is different from the Mahavish
nu Orchestra and different from San
tana. I think it’s greater than them
both.”
The bond between the two guitarists
was phenomenal. And the other six
musicians found themselves swept hyp
notically into the stream of a totally
unfamiliar breed of music. It seemed
all the stranger since the two men’s
styles are miles apart. As the friend
pointed out, “Their musical approach
es are different, but at the same time
they are driven by the same force,
so it works. It’s like two colors that
are put in the proper setting so that
they won’t clash. Carlos’ music was
very sweet and flowing, while Maha
vishnu has more intensity and, of
course, an incredible technique.” The
combination seems to have produced
remarkable results.
Santana strips away the old: But
the sessions would do more than just
produce extraordinary music, they
would lead to a drastic change in
Carlos Santana’s life. When the first
round of recording was over, Carlos
and McLaughlin continued to get to
gether. And when Carlos expressed
growing interest in Mahavishnu’s
faith, he was taken to one of the med

itation meetings that Sri Chinmoy
holds weekly for the U.N.’s staff mem
bers. It was at that meeting that San
tana received a blessing from Sri
Chinmoy. The experience moved
him so much that he asked to
come to another meeting at Sri
Chinmoy’s headquarters near Mc
Laughlin’s home. Shortly thereafter,
Santana became a disciple of Sri
Chinmoy. McLaughlin characteristical
ly refuses to take any credit. “I didn't
do anything. Sri Chinmoy did it. But
it’s really God who does everything.”
By the time Santana returned from
a European tour to join McLaughlin
in the studio a few months ago for
the sessions that would complete the
album, the two were no longer the
radically different men they had seem
ed six months before. Carlos the street
kid had traded his long hair, blue
jeans and work shirts for short hair
and a dignified white suit. Like John
McLaughlin, he stepped onstage quiet
ly when he performed and placed a
photo of Sri Chinmoy on his amplifier,
then bowed his head in a moment
of prayer. For like McLaughlin—the
man who once fell off a British stage
in a stoned stupor—Carlos Santana
has been reborn in a new image
through his faith in a spiritual master.
And the most unlikely pairing of mu
sical personalities this year has turned
into the most unlikely transformation
of a major superstar.

Carlos Santana: In a move that has per
plexed his fans, Carlos has begun to come
quietly onstage asking for a moment of
prayer and glancing reverently at the pic
ture of his guru set up on his amp.
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Wishbone Ash—
The Most Famous Unknown Band
In The World
by Janis Schacht
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Robin
T rower
Picks Up
Where
Hendrix
Left Off
by Ed Naha

Tt all started three years ago when
I Procol Harum played on a bill
with Jimi Hendrix in Berlin. As Hen
drix stood onstage, coaxing a flurry
of magical sounds from his axe, some
thing clicked within Procol’s guitarist,
Robin Trower. Mesmerized by Hen
drix’s talents, Robin stood transfixed
backstage, absorbing the R&B es
sence of Jimi’s ethereal sound in mute
awe.
One week later, Jimi Hendrix was
dead.
,
Shaken dramatically by Hendrix’s
sudden demise, Robin began to give
more thought to the feelings he found
in Jimi’s music. While on tour with
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Procol scant months after Jimi’s
death, he found himself stuck in San
Francisco with a melody and a mem
ory of a multi-talented musician in
his mind. After consultation with Pro
col lyricist Keith Reid, both the med
ley and the memory were fused into
one tune, “Song For A Dreamer.”
"Song,” from the 1971 Broken Barri
cades Harum fest, represented a start
ling break from the famous Procol
sound. The guitar work was dense and
ever-present, the vocals were fantas
tically unearthly (with a reverberating
voice echoing “I will meet you on the
other side of the moon”) and there
were no signs of the British band’s
trademark . . . the almighty keyboard.
In short, it was Robin Trower saying
farewell to the master of rock sorcery.
Six months later, Robin, one of the
group’s original members, left Procol
Harum.
Breaking Procol’s spell: Now, in
1973, with an album and a group of
his own (the album is Twice Removed
From Yesterday (Chrysalis); the
group consists of Robin on guitar,
Reg Isidore on drums and James De
war on bass and vocals), Robin Trow
er, the guitarist with the rugged face
and the graceful fingers, relaxes in
his home just outside of London and
takes time to answer a few queries
from an American reporter. He vividly
recalls the feelings that prompted him
to flee his famous British friends back
in 1971 in the midst of their wave of
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fame and, of course, fortune. “It all
started coming together when I saw
Jimi play. I was deeply impressed
with him as a musician. After I saw
and heard him, I wanted to do some
thing different which would widen my
scope as a guitarist. ‘Song For A
Dreamer’ was the first song that I
wrote which I was proud of. A lot of
people said it didn’t sound like Procol
Harum. It DID sound like me,
though.”
After Broken Barricades was re
leased, Robin decided to pursue a solo
career and attempted to put together
a band he called Jude. The group
died a swift death, but Robin found
a perfect bassist/writer/singer in the
person of James Dewar (a Scot and
ex-Stone-the-Crows-ite).
Throughout early ’72, the duo
searched for a drummer, talented and
tough as nails, who could work with
the ever-expanding Trower sound. Reg
Isidore fit the bill and the trio began
rehearsing for the upcoming recording
sessions. The recently released LP is
a collection of decidedly Hendrix-in
fluenced rockers, with thick guitar
licks zooming in, out of, and through
the speakers; anchoring drum rolls
bellowing across space; and firm bass
lines lassoing all the unearthly undu
lations into a corral of consistancy.
Soul-to-soul: Robin realizes that
some of his Procol admirers are
bound to accuse him of abandoning
his distinct, albeit sparse, Harum style

Hill

'here’s a club in Birmingham called
JL Henry’s Blues House. It’s no larg
er than the stuffy dressing room given
to the third-billed band at London’s
Rainbow Theater. Sitting in these
cramped quarters in the heart of Brit
ain’s industrial center, a group of men
pass around oozing hot pizza, disre
garding the suffocating din that sur
rounds themZln 1971, they were laud•ed “Brightest Hope” by the British
press; and in 1972, their third LP,
Argus, was voted album of the year
by one prestigious music magazine. It
was 1970 when Wishbone Ash first
played onstage in Henry’s Blues
House. They have come a long way
since then.
Martin Turner (bass guitar and vo
cals), Steve Upton (drums), Andy
Powell (guitar) and Ted Turner (gui
tar and vocals) are Wishbone Ash. It
was during the early days of 1970,
before the driving sound that would
be representative of the seventies had
taken form, that Martin Turner and
Steve Upton packed up their few be
longings and left their home towns
for London. There they joined forces
with Ted and Andy, both ex-members
of Blossom Toes. Andy’s Harpo Marx-

in favor of pseudo-Hendrix tunes. To
these “charges,” Robin replies with
a shrug, “Well, I have changed. Be
fore, I was fitting into a pre-set Procol Harum style. I was playing parts,
and there was no room to move about.
I know that I’ve been influenced by
Jimi, but he was the only innovator
to come along in the last decade. Why
shouldn’t I be influenced by the best?
Besides, I’m doing things now that
I’ve always wanted to do.”
Explaining his fuzz-drenched sound,
Robin adds: “It’s rawer and more ex
citing live. It was really very hard to
capture on record. I had this idea of
guitar, bass and drums which would
give everyone a lot of room to stretch
themselves and produce a sound that
wasn’t prefabricated. I’ve been influ
enced by rhythm and blues, and
classic R&B possessed universal con
tact. I think people are going to see
that with us. What we’re dealing with
is a direct contact with the audience.
Soul to soul, with as little in between
as possible.”
If Robin is most interested in grab
bing his audience by its ears, he pre
fers to do it musically—not vocally.
In. fact, he’s turned over all the sing
ing chores to Jim Dewar. “I know
the value of a good singer,” chuckles
Robin, “and when I compare my voice
to Jim’s, the competition is much too
stiff!”
The band has recently dashed
through Europe with Jethro Tull, and

ish features made him a natural visual
attraction. And the combined flippant
vocals and folk/jazz approach set
their music apart from the rest.

Putting it together on the road:
Nine months later, under the tutelage
of Deep Purple producer Derek Law
rence, they were touring England and
cutting records. First, Wishbone Ash
(MCA) in 1971, and then Pilgrim
mage (MCA) in 1972 helped to es
tablish the band as an underground
success. Finally, in the spring of
1972, DJ John Peel introduced a new
LP to his BBC listeners. And with
the release of Argus. Wishbone Ash,
still on the verge of starvation, was
tossed into the musical scene with
a giant thud. Once on the map, they
went on to win polls and grab awards
with ease.

Their music has gone through sev
eral changes since the original four
musicians huddled in a cheap London
flat practicing new songs. Originally,
their roots were firmly entrenched in
jazz and blues. But the never-ending
possibilities opened by two lead gui
tars led to the band's drifting into
other areas of music.
is now bringing its special brand of
music to the States. “But rather than
talk about his music—I’d rather have
the American fans see the band and
have THEM tell ME what the music
is about,’’ says Robin.

Watching Trower, who never actually met Hendrix, dash from his
house to attend a nearby rehearsal.
one cannot help but marvel at the
power of the late Hendrix, the Voo
doo Child able to influence his talent
ed disciples through sound and sound
Robin Trower: From

While the vision of two lead gui
tarists may conjure images of fightin’
and feudin’, Martin explains, “Ted
and Andy have very different styles.
Ted plays a lot of slow numbers, very
melodic, dreamy sort of things. Andy
sort of boogies a lot more and then
you’ve got the middle where they
overlap. They fit together well.”
Changing styles midstream: Wish
bone Four verifies this. “Doctor”
rocks with two full-bodied guitars,
energetic drums, and rollicking bass.
Then, rapidly changing moods, "Sor
rel” joins medieval folk melodies a
la Fairport Convention or Steeleye
Span with nasal-toned pleading vocals.
And “Sing Out The Song” seems spe
cially designed to set America’s Coun
try and Western roots stirring as rock
abilly Ted Turner’s lead guitar cau
tiously treads the ground between
country steel and twangy South Seas
hula rhythms.
For three years, this young band
virtually lived on scraps. They’ve been
called ”The most famous unknown
band in England.” But Wishbone Ash
is packing the halls and carving their
name in the music hall of fame.

alone.
It was Jimi who wrote back in ’67:
“White collared conservative flash
ing down the street,
Pointing their plastic finger at me.
They’re hoping soon my kind will
drop and die.
But I’m gonna wave my freak flag
high, high.
Wave on, wave on . . .
Sing on Brother, play on drummer.”

Robin Trower has answered the call.

Procol Harum to
TWICE REMOVED FROM YESTERDAY, Rob
in carries Jimi’s freak flag high, blending
R&B rollers with spacey undulations.
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Blue Oyster Cult's Satanic Mystery
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by Janis Schacht
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Z^xnstage, five raunchy, tough leather
boys frantically smash their guitars
against the floor—and each other.
Their brand of machine gun, teethgrinding rock sends concert goers into
head shaking spasms and into foot
stomping trances. The band is called
Blue Oyster Cult, their logo is the
Greek symbol of chaos . . . and their
goal is to be “programmed on a mu
sic machine to be played on the last
day of earth.”
Why is this hard driving rock and
roll band worshipped by only a few
when their music is so often well exe
cuted, catchy, intelligent and punkrooted? Perhaps the band itself has
frightened off the masses. Says pro
ducer Murray Krugman, one of the
two producers of Blue Oyster Cult’s
new Columbia LP, Tyranny and Mu
tation, “Nobody wants a group who is
obvious . . . everything about Blue
Oyster Cult is kept purposely hidden.”
And trying to decipher their lyrical
meaning is about as difficult as trans
lating the Rosetta Stone. Basically,
the LP is conceptual, and the two re
volving themes are violence and death.
Explains Krugman of the mysteryshrouded group, “They consider them
selves a pessimistic killer band.”
Choogling on red and black:
Tyranny and Mutation, the second
LP from this band of Long Islanders,
is divided into two concept pieces.
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One side is simply titled “The Red,”
the other “The Black.” One might
hypothesize that you’re supposed to
listen to the “black” side when speed
ing away on amphetamines and the
“red” side when drifting on downs.
But Krugman clarifies the puzzling
LP by explaining that Side One
(black) represents the band’s concept
of “Tyranny,” or political change,
while Side Two (red) stresses cul
tural change or “Mutation.” Ho hum
. . . well, if you’re interested in the
lyrics to this strange theme, you’ll
have to send away . . . they’re not
enclosed, further increasing the air
of satanic mystery.the band seeks to
maintain as their image. But there’s
nothing mysterious about the driving
force of their music: as the band sings,
“you’ve O.D.’d on life itself’ in pene
trating harmonies, they chug out a
rattling twelve-bar boogie beat similar
to T. Rex’s “Get It On.” The follow
ing “Hot Rails To Hell,” is remin
iscent of the Rolling Stones Between
The Buttons period. And the bone
rattling bass lines that churn through
“Wings Wetted” are enough to make
Black Sabbath turn purple with envy.
The story of Blue Oyster Cult seems
to be veiled in secrecy. Several years
ago, a band named Soft White Under
belly achieved some level of infamy
in the hard rock underground circuits.
Allan Lanier (keyboards and rhythm

guitar), Albert Bouchard (drums) and
Donald “Buck Dharma’’ Roeser (lead
guitar and vocals) finally decided to
dump their vocalist, whom producer
Krugman recalls as "an ofT the wall
nothing,” and their bass player (“an
obnoxious creep”). They picked up
Eric Bloom (vocals) and Joe Bou
chard (bass) from the remains of a
band called the Stalk Forrest Group,
and Blue Oyster Cult was born.
Playing with burning fire: From
the early days when they hit the charts
with “Stairway To The Stars,” and
“City’s On Flame With Rock and
Roll,” it was obvious that this rather
abstract band with the tough guy
image and the never-let-up brand of
raunch rock sounded like they were
heading off into the farthest regions
of space. But it now appears clear
that it’s not rocket ships they’re rid
ing—it’s motorcycles. And the space
suits won’t be insulated against the
heat, for the band seems to revel in
satanism and hellishness. One story
has it that while the band was play
ing its song “Transmaniacon MC” in
Oaxaca, Mexico, two eclipses occur
red within minutes of each other, and
the band was abruptly plunged into
a subtle, irreversible madness. They’re
mad, they’re mysterious, but they’re
also blood-boiling, corpse-rousing rock
and rollers . . . and it’s the music
that counts in the end.
•
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When it comes to live boogie, Choo Mama,”“I Can’t Keep
From Cryin’ Sometimes,”
nobody gets it on like Ten
Years After. Now there’s new “Help Me,’’“Good Morning
Little Schoolgirl,” and
Ten Years After at their best,
more. They’re captured^B
“Recorded Live,” a specially
priced 2-record set.
on “Recorded Live,”
Frenzied fans in Amsterdam, with all the excite-^
ment and energy Ten'''®si
Rotterdam, Frankfurtand
Paris lined up for days to hear Years After can generate.
It’s the greatest travel
Alvin Lee and Company do
bargain around.
“I’m Going Home,’’“Choo
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Ten Years After at their best. On Columbia Recordssand Tapes
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by Steve Caines

t was a hot night in Tokyo when David Bowie flashed his pubes at three thousand strain
ing Japanese fans, but less than seventy-two hours later David found himself plunged
into the cold wastelands of Russian Siberia. The madness behind his unusual es
cape method? Rock and roll’s most daring darling preferred the long overland trek home
instead of an airplane. “Can’t do it,”. David quaked when a jet was
suggested. “If it flies, it’s death.” A short boat ride from Japan to
Russia couldn’t dampen his exuberant mood, but his spirited pranks
were quickly frozen solid by a gloomy Siberian train ride that would
convince David the world was doomed if communist Russia was
a taste of the future . . . and cause him to mutter pessimistically,
“I’ve seen life, and I think I know who’s controlling this damned world.”
The long distance journey started out on a high note when David
boarded the famous Trans-Siberian Express in the Russian
town of Nakotka for an eight day trip towards Moscow. Upon
entering his sleeping car with
its ornate golden mirrors and
polished wood walls, David
announced, “Gee, this isn’t so
bad,” but the depressing reali
ties of Russian life were wait
ing just down the railroad
tracks. VIP’s like himself,
David soon realized, stayed in
luxurious “soft class” cars.
But just down the line, native
Russians were forced to clus
ter in crowded compartments
with no place to sleep except
for hard wooden benches
that made Hindu nail-beds feel
like downy pillows.
Kansai, the outrageous Japanese
designer who is David’s exclusive
costumer, teas about to cover
David’s lithe figure in skin-tight
lamd leotards when Angie Bowie
suggested her hubby discard the
tights for a red athletic supporter.
After drenching himself in his own
sweat, David ripped off the Kansai
outer skin to give the Japanese fans
a little skin of his own—clad only in
his jock strap! Could this be the
beginning of “jock-rock ’?

BOWIE DIVINES XJ^OOM IN MOSCOW
It was only an eight day train ride to Moscow, but the torturous trip
nearly scared the shorts off David...and forced him to put down his pen.

Wo'
Part of Davids fabulous Japanese
journey included visits to Tokyo’s
major department store, where he
autographed fifteen-foot tall posters
of himself. Tiny children chased him
down the aisles, calling, "Boowyl
Boowy!”
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The railroad attendants assigned to
David's plush car were two burly
young women who looked like they
had never cracked a smile in their
lives. Dressed in masculine navy blue
uniforms, they were a frightening
sight to the slender Englishman until
he discovered that both were ardent
Ziggy Stardust fans’ The two wouldbe Russian rock and rollers took an
instant liking to the grinning carrottopped celebrity, keeping David cool
on the tedious trip by serving him
hundreds of glasses of tea in carvedsilver holders.
But, like the poor Russians in the
next car who existed only on raw
eggs congealing on hot plates, the
world that passed by the windows of
David’s sleeping car was a sharp con
trast to the ornate glitter that ensconced him inside. As the train
traveled west the infrequent smiling
Russian people evapofaces of the I*
rated into the■ chilled Siberian air.
Ramshackle towns rushing by David’s
window turned greyer and the coun
tryside more barren. Soot infested
everything, and even David’s posh
sleeping car afforded no way of wash
ing. He began to think about chang
ing his name to Ziggy Sootdust.
At night, as the train chugged
through the Siberian mountains, Dav
id’s depression kept him tossing rest
lessly in bed. And just when he was
finally able to drop off to sleep, the
diesel train engine was exchanged
for a steam engine which literally
shook him out of bed. “Isn’t train
travel fun?’’ he sarcastically asked
everyone.
The seemingly endless journey
screeched to a halt every fifteen min
utes in shanty towns where the pov
erty stricken peasants fought to get
a look at the dazzling young rock star
from the West. Yet even David, who
thought naught of displaying his loins
in Japan, self-consciously shied away
from the curious natives. “If we had
a war with Russia,” he confessed to
personal photographer Leee Black
Childers, “they'd win. They’re already
living on war rations.”
But the most harrowing moment
hit David like a scene from a futur
istic horror film a la 1984. As David
gratefully eased himself off the train
for the first time in the dingy town
of Sverlovsk, photographer Childers
playfully posed him against the grim
surroundings. Suddenly, two uniform
ed guards appeared from the shadows
and viciously began dragging the
shaking photographer away. Our lad
insane grabbed his own camera and
started to film the entire event!
Quickly the dynamic duo were hus-
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As a nearly-naked David left the
Tokyo stage after his ninth—and final
—show, three thousand kids rushed
the stage, sending some unlucky fans
sailing up into the air or flopping
down to the ground under the stam
peding wave. The Tokyo fans stomp
ed so hard they twisted the mas
sive steel girders supporting the
floor of the arena and almost caused
the collapse of the ceiling in Davidas
dressing room.
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tied back to their train—barely es
caping military arrest.
After the eighth day of torturous
travel, the Bowie caravan arrived in
Moscow on May Day to confront
an awesome celebration of Russian
military might. The city of Moscow
had been arranged in fifty concentric
circles of security guards with only
communist party members allowed to
enter the inner circle. David’s hotel
was located in the second circle, but
the so-called “celebration” he saw
from his window only terrified him as
thousands of young people marched
below carrying pictures of Lenin (not
John), and banners of muscular field
workers.
Even the so-called highlight of
Bowie’s Moscow blitz—a visit to
Gum’s department store, the largest
single store in all of Russia—proved
a shocking disappointment. The aisles
and counters were barren except for
simple necessities like soap and underwear. “They take everything away
from you,” David whispered as he
wandered up and down the aisles
looking for presents for friends back
home, “and by the time you get one
little chocolate bar, you hoard it like
a treasure.
“By the time I got to Berlin, I was
calling it the ‘free world’ and really
meaning it,” he added. Yet even the
comparative gaiety of beer-drinking
Berlin couldn’t dispel David’s Rus
sian-induced depression. “I just want
bloody well to go home and watch
the telly,” he confessed to his wife,
Angie, on their way home to Becken
ham, England. “After what I’ve seen
of this world, I've never been so
damned scared in my life.”
Would this journey—like the Amer
ican tour which inspired David’s last
LP, Aladdin Sane—give rise to a new
LP? Insisted David, “If I ever wrote
about it, it would be my last album
ever.” And he added mysteriously,
“I don’t think I’d be around after
recording it.”

I
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David spent his entire eight day
train trip wrapped in a comfortable
kimona. On the rare occasions he
visited the dining car, he dressed in
conservative street clothes, and teas
shocked to find the travelling Rus
sians dining there in pajamas! Chat
ting with David are United Press
International reporter Bob Muesel
and David’s travelling companion,
Jeffrey McCormick.
David was terrified most by the
poverty of the Siberian shanty towns.
The Russian peasants lived in tiny
shacks built of rotted wood and held
together with frayed rope. "I don’t
understand how they live through
the winter,” David exclaimed.
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Moments after this photo of David
was taken in the town of Sverslovsk,
two uniformed guards began to hus
tle photographer Leee Childers into
a waiting car with barred windows.
David began to film the scene with
his own 16mm camera when two
more guards appeared to arrest him!
With visions of Siberia dancing in
their heads, David and Childers
were saved at the last minute by the
two railroad attendants who had
taken a liking to the Bowie en
tourage. The women attendants
literally carried Bowie and Childers
back to the safety of the train while
battling off the furious uniformed
men. Heroically, the two husky girls
blocked the door to the train until
it picked up speed and moved out
of the station.
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Mayday in Red Square was a fright
ening display of Russian artillery
prowess that lasted twelve hours.
As Bowie wandered through the
Square, he was trailed by strange
men who demanded to see his iden
tification. A shopping spree at Mos
cow’s Gutn department store proved
a huge disappointment when David
found the only souvenirs available
were Russian soap and underwear.
The candy counter was like a treas
ure chest in the midst of a barren
wasteland, and a chocolate bar cost
as much as a priceless jewel!

I

Eagles are among the most pleas
ant people in rock. But they wrote DES
PERADO as a warning that trigger-happy
critics and sharp shooting promoters can
make even the nicest people mean.

by Penelope Ross

The Eagles' 'Desperado' Message
On the surface, Desperado is the story of a Western lad who dreams of

being an outlaw. But the Eagles admit that deep inside it tells another tale.
len Frey was smiling through the
fog of his fatigue in the elegant
New York conference room of Atlan
tic Records. Dressed in his very own
Eagles T-shirt, the lead guitarist was
trying to decide what sort of sandwich
would be suitable for a combination
breakfast/lunch. Don Henley, the
Eagles drummer, had already made up
his mind to have tunafish, so while
the orders were being taken care of,
they had time to comment on Atlan
tic’s offices in New York on the occa
sion of their first visit. They decided
that the place was smaller than they
expected for such a monster outfit, but
didn’t seem overly worried. Why
should they be? Asylum, the Eagles’

i
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label, and Atlantic, who distribute it,
have done all right by them in the
past year. Three hit singles, including
the ever-present song of last summer,
“Take It Easy” put the group in the
happy position of having an eager
audience for their next offering. That
offering has now arrived in the guise
of Desperado, which is a concept al
bum without being a rock opera, rock
musical, or even a rock operetta.
Rip-snorting robbery: Desperado
may also be one of the few albums
that was planned before the group
who wrote it actually existed. It is the
chronicle of the infamous Dalton/
Doolin gang—an outlaw band that
robbed banks in Kansas in the 188O’s.

But it is also the story of a rock and
roll band—its triumphs, trials, virtues
and mistakes. And that dual thread
that runs through every song was in
tentional right from the start.
The start was some three years
ago, when Glen Frey was given a
book about the Old West, a gift from
two friends and fellow musicians,
Jackson Browne and Ned Doheny
(who also ended up as Asylum ar
tists). As Glen recalled, “It contained
the story of Bill Dalton and Bill Doolin. Dalton had two brothers who
were bank robbers, and their whole
gang except one was killed while they
were trying to rob two banks at the
same time. Bill Dalton was working

MUSIC

the California State Legislature
when he heard of his brothers’ deaths.
He quit his job, went to Kansas and
teamed up with the only surviving
member of his brothers’ gang to carry
on their work.
“Then about two years ago, Jackson
and J. D. Souther and I got this idea
of doing an album based on an out
law and we started to work in this
L.A. studio we could use for free. We
saw the analogy between outlaws
and a rock and roll band. So I got
Don (Henley) in on it and we wrote
one song—‘Desperado’ and that song
started the whole thing.’’
Eagle egg hatches: Frey and Hen
ley never forgot that idea for an al
bum, but in the meantime other events
intervened. For one, there was the
creation of Eagles. Besides Frey and
Henley, the Eagles consists of Bernie
Leadon on every stringed instrument
imaginable (guitar, mandolin, banjo,
etc.) and Randy Meisner on bass.
All had at one time or another played
with Linda Ronstadt. And as they
jammed together, they gradually got
the idea of creating their own band.
Leadon left the Flying Burritto Bro
thers, Frey broke up (amicably) a
duo with J. D. Souther, and the
others left Linda.
Within a few months after they’d
formed, the Eagles had nailed Geffen/Roberts (who handle Neil Young,
David Crosby, Graham Nash and
Joni Mitchell) as their whirling derv-

ish managers and Asylum as a label.
They shortly thereafter acquired Glyn
Johns as producer/engineer, a coup
of major proportions for a group just
starting, since Johns has produced the
likes of the Who and the Rolling
Stones.
Beating a Beatle: The result was
their first album, from whence came
all those successful singles, and the
beginnings of a producer/musician
partnership that has continued with
Desperado.
Right after the release of that first
album, the Eagles once again started
seriously thinking about that idea for
an album about an outlaw band.
Only this lime, they knew that it was
actually going to be an album. When
recording dates were set for London
in late January of this year, they
buckled down to the work of doing
the songs and managed to complete
almost all of them in a scant three
weeks by using a method so rare as
to be almost unique in the annals of
rock and roll. Instead of having just
one person write each song, they had
as many as four people work together
on a single tunc—and two of the writ
ers contributing (old friends J. D.
Souther and Jackson Browne) weren't
even members of the group. This
mix-and-match strategy may seem
strange, but it was a direct outcome
of the group's philosophy—that no
one ego must dominate if a group is
to stay together. If any one of the

writers had an idea, a verse, or even
a chord, he would take it to the
others to see if anyone could add to
it. And, rather than homogenizing all
the songs, the technique gave the al
bum a nicely eclectic air. The band
firmly believes in collaboration as a
way of musical life, always keeping in
mind other bands who broke under
the pressure to go solo—bands like
The Beatles. Leadon said, “When Len
non and McCartney were writing to
gether, they did the best albums of
all. But when they couldn’t work to
gether anymore and started to write
separately, Lennon became too sour
and McCartney too saccharine.’’
Leadon looks around at the musi
cians who've been his friends in Hol
lywood—members of groups like the
Buffalo Springfield, the Byrds, and
Crosby, Stills, Nash and Young—
and realizes that even in the L.A. folk/
rock family only Joni Mitchell has
been able to put out consistently
good solo albums with consistently
superior songs. And if there is one
thing the band insists on, it's good
songs—every song on their albums
has to be top-notch, with no fillers.
Shotgun guitar: And so, with their
Old West book, their Hollywood ex
periences (“Hollywood is a really
macho place to live.’’ is Leadon’s
comment)
and their experiences
growing up all over the country, the
Eagles set to work writing Desperado,
with its tunes about a freedom-loving

I

Eagles: DESPERADO was
kicked into life when Glenn read of 1880’s
law clerk Bill Dalton, whose two brothers
were killed while trying to rob two banks
•at once.
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21-year-old boy in the Old West who
sees a gun in a shop window, goes out
to the country, practices until he
knows he can outdraw the pros, then
embarks on a career as an outlaw. But
as the fledgling renegade swaggers
enthusiastically through tough towns
robbing banks and spending his loot
with fast women, he slowly changes
from an adventure-loving kid to a
hardened criminal.
But Glenn Frey admits that the
Eagles had a lot more in mind as they
shaped their lyrics than the life of the
long-gone gunslingers. "When a kid
sees a guitar in a shop window today,”
says- Glenn, “he sees it the same way
the kid in the Old West saw the gun.
It's the mark of a new kind of man—
a way he can make a fortune and a
name for himself while thumbing his
nose at the things society wants him
to be.”
Rock 'n roll stickups: The real
heroes of the LP are the Eagles and
the people they’ve known in the backstage world of rock and roll. For ex
ample. “Out Of Control,” the album’s
hardest rocker (named after one of
the grungiest towns in the Wild West,
a dusty hamlet that boasted one chint
zy bar and one bar girl), is about a
kid going crazy with his first gun.
But it’s also about lead singer Frey, in
his own words “a very white singer”
whose voice wavers wildly whenever
he tries to sound black. “Bitter Creek”
is about the philosophy of take-themoney-and-run that the group mem
bers despise (“All that money/We can
walk right in and steal them blind").
Yet they admit that “Certain Kind of
Fool" describes the callous attitude
that they fear they are being sucked
into against their will:
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The complete history of the Beatles
dozens of rare Beatlepix
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Today —
John & Yoko's fight to stay in U. S.

George's Bangladesh concert
Ringo, the film star
Paul, Linda & Wings

Tomorrow:
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Will the Beatles reunite?
The truth behind the rumors

Il wasn’t for the money
At least it didn’t start that way
It wasn’t for the running
But now he does that every day.
In fact, the entire LP is about the
kind of man each of the Eagles never
wants to be, yet fears he will soon
become: the outlaw/rock and roil
star who goes on his way, getting rich
and famous, loving faithless women,
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being faithless in return, and losing
forever the sense of excitement that
incited him to seek fame in the first
place. “In the end a rock star be
comes so different,” says Glenn Fry
with a disturbed look, “that he can
never go back to being the way he
used to be.”
Critics’ bullets: With almost all the
songs completed, the Eagles returned
to London in January, 1973 for a
month’s work with Glyn Johns. And
why not home base, L.A., for record
ing the album? “Well, Glyn is in
London, but there’s also a problem
with recording in L.A., because all
your friends drop in, so it can take a
long time. Besides, if we’re in a place
where we don’t know anyone and
have nothing to do, we tend to draw
together tighter and work more as
a unit.”
But when the stay in London was
over and the album was ready for the
public, the Eagles knew they were
about to face one of those hot-lead
showdowns that do more than almost
anything else to turn innocent musi
cians into wary fugitives from the
limelight—the shootout with the
critics. Says Glenn Fry in a final word
of warning, ’’Desperado is putting it
up front. We know what happens
along about the third or fourth album.
People start talking about how the
music hasn’t changed and you’re do
ing the same thing over and over. So
we said it first, that we know the
whole trip—that you’re going to love
us and screw us and then leave us.”
Desperado says one thing. The
Eagles in themselves have an atti
tude that says something quite differ
ent and very nice. They’re still as
open and frank as the kid looking
at the guitar/gun in the shop window
... a far cry from being hardened
desperadoes. They are not on a star
trip. They are not even on an anti
star trip or the “we’re just folks,
folks” trip. They are on an artistic
trip, where the music and the musi
cians fuse. Or as the line in “Saturday
Night” goes, “Show me somehow to
tell/The dancer from the dance.”
With the Eagles, there is no need. •

^Don Henley, drums: No sooner had the
Eagles gotten together than they corailed
Crosby, Stills. Nash and Young’s manager
and the Rolling Stones’ producer.
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Bernie Leadon, guitar: “When Lennon and
McCartney couldn’t work together any
more, Lennon became too sour and Mc
Cartney too saccharine.”
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’R Ip hese are the twenty LP*s that the CIRCUS Poll shows are winning the race for rock popularity this month. The hype,
IJ the over-promotion, the publicity don’t mean a thing on this exclusive CIRCUS chart. It is complied directly from
letters sent by more than 4,000 serious rock listeners living in every corner of the U.S. and Canada. (A star shows that an

LP Is shooting rapidly toward the top of the chart)

1(1) Alice Cooper—Billion Dollar Babies
*2(6) Led Zeppelin—Houses of the Holy
3 ( 2) Deep Purple—Who Do We Think
We Are
*4(8) Pink Floyd—Dark Side of the Moon
5 (19) Deep Purple—Made in Japan
6 ( 7) Edgar Winter—They Only Come
Out At Night
* 7 (—) David Bowie—Aladdin Sane
8 (11) Humble Pie—Eat It
9(3) Alice Cooper—School's Out
10 (10) Jethro Tull—Living in the Past
11 (13) Deep Purple—Machine Head
1 Over The Hill and Far Away—Led
Zeppelin
Back to the World—Curtis Mayfield
Fresh—Sly & The Family Stone
Second Time Around—Cymande
Cum Feel the Noize—Slade
Off the Top—Cream
Live—Ten Years After
Through the Ages—Wolfman Jack

2
3
4
5
6
7
8

12 (12) Johnny Winter—Still Alive & Well
*13 (—) Jethro Tull—Thick As A Brick
14 (—) Blue Oyster Cult—Tyranny &
Mutation
15 ( 5) Elton John—Don’t Shoot Me—I'm
Only the Piano Player
16 ( 4) Black Sabbath—Volume IV
17 ( 9) David Bowie—The Rise & Fall
of Ziggy Stardust
18 (15) Yes—Close To The Edge
19 (—) Paul McCartney & Wings—Red
Rose Speedway
20 (—) Slade—Slayed

9 Grand Hotel—Procol Harum
10 Baron Von Tollbooth & The Chrome
Nun—Paul Kantner, Grace Slick &
David Freiberg
Hicks
11 Last Train to Hicksville—•Dan
I
and His Hot Licks
12 Bad Weather—Supremes
13 Friend of Mine—Bill Withers
14 Head to The Sky—Earth, Wind &

Fire
15 Estus—Estus
16 Portfolio—Richie Havens
17 Where Peaceful Waters Flow—
Gladys Knight & The Pips
18 Tequila Sunrise—Eagles
19 Special Pride—Ballin’ Jack
20 Living in the Material World—
George Harrison

To make sure that your favorite albums make It on the CIRCUS Top Twenty, fill out the ballot below with the names
of three NEW records, then send it to CIRCUS Top Twenty, 801 Second Avenue, New York, N. Y. 10017.

Your name

Address

How To
Start Your
Own
Rock Band
it was a way to score
with the girls;

for Steely Dan,
a way of peddling
songs. Whatever your
reason for starting
a band, here
are some helpful do’s
and don’ts.
Tt was a meeting of minds that was
1 to shape the course of American
culture, and it all started because
three guys from Phoenix, Arizona
were horny.
Vincent figured it this way; the
very best way to be popular in high
school was to be a jock, but after run
ning the twenty-six mile long mara
thon he fell on his face and broke his
nose. The next best way to meet
girls was to work on the school
paper, and within a year Vince had
catapulted himself to editor in chief
of the Cortez High School Lip Sheet.
Dennis was the sports editor, and
Glenn a photographer. Along with
their penchant for sexy sophomore
girls, the three found they had some
thing else in common—a love of mu
sic and a sense of the macabre.
When the Cortez High School an
nual variety show was organized,
Vince, Dennis, and Glenn haphazard
ly offered their services as a band,

even though they hardly knew how to
play a musical instrument. They call
ed themselves the Barwigs and went
onstage jumping on each others backs
and hurling themselves into mock fist
fights. They so successfully outraged
the audience that they renamed them
selves the Spiders and went out after
school to outrage the patrons of local
bars . . . for money. That was many
years ago, before the Spiders became
" Nazz, before Dennis Dunaway and
Glenn Buxton met Shep Gordon who
wanted to manage them, and before
Vincent became Alice Cooper. Now
it all seems like some kind of sur
realistic joke, but the band that sells
millions of records a year and has
millions of fans (especially female
fans) at its feet can laugh all the
way to the bank.
How to make a mint: If the birth
of Alice Cooper’s band can be con
sidered an accident, the rise of most
' bands can not. The most successful
groups on the international pop
scene have reached stardom through
hard work, and years of experience.
But none of it is beyond the reach
of the normal man (or girl), and to
help find out how it's been done,
CIRCUS delved into the minds of
some of the greatest onstage and be
hind-the-scenes personalities in the
music business to get advice on how
a star-struck high school kid. a famehungry college student, or a guy (or
girl) who's got a job can put one foot
on the stony road to rock stardom.
Creating your own band from
scratch puts you in the driver's seat.
You can decide on the basic concept,
whether it be a glitter group or a
jeans and work shirt musical com
mune. But your first task is bringing
together the members of the group.
After deciding w'hat instruments
you need, begin to advertise for mu
sicians who play those instruments.
Post notices on school bulletin boards, i
supermarket bulletin boards, or in the
local school or underground paper.
Announce that you are forming a
group and specify the kinds of instru
ments you need to complete your rock
ensemble.
Seeking the stars-to-be: Word of
mouth is still the best way to find I
other musicians and also the most in- I

teresting. Skip Taylor, the manager
of Canned Heat, firmly believes a be
ginner has to spend his free time
where he can meet other musicians.
“Hang out at gigs and backstage," he
encourages, “just to be where the mu
sic is happening—in the streets or in
clubs." Susan Hertzberg—a good
looking girl who manages Seals and
Crofts—stresses the value of spending
time at the local musicians’ union.
There’s a massive advantage to meet
ing union musicians, she says, because
“you know you’ll be meeting fine qual
ity performers." Don't be afraid to
tell everybody you meet exactly what
kind of musicians you're looking for.
You'll find that before long people
will be contacting you by the dozens.
Would you marry your drummer?
The next step is to audition every
body. Don't pass up the chance to
hear somebody’s kid brother just be
cause he's only been playing bass gui
tar for two months. It might turn out
he’s a musical genius. But before you
even hear prospective band members
play, rap with them about music and
then life in general. Susan Hertzberg
thinks “a rock group is just like a
marriage. You have to live with these
people and travel with them."
Grand Funk's drummer Don Brew
er’s somewhat of an expert on this
matter, having bounced his way
through several incompatible groups
before finding his place in the mighty
Railroad. “Choose band members
50% on musical ability and 50% on
personality,” he advises. "Each is
just as important as the other. If you
can’t get along with somebody, you
can’t play with him—no matter how
great a musician he is. As a matter
of fact. I'd take a chance on a mu
sician who isn’t that good but who
has a style and personality."
Don't get discouraged after audi
tioning that fifty-first person. Use
Miles Copeland’s rule: select—don’t
settle. Copeland was the manager of
Flash, Wishbone Ash, and now Cli
max. one of the fastest up-and-coming
English blues bands. When Wishbone
Ash was only drummer Steve Upton
and bassist Martin Turner, they audi
tioned over 100 guitarists. Guitarist
Ted Turner had been rejected after
his audition until the group found
guitarist Andy Powell and realized
Ted’s sound was just right to complete
the double guitar quartet Wishbone
Ash was turning into.
Surviving the practice test: Mana
ger Joel Cohen, whose group Steely
Dan has had two hit singles and a
slowly exploding album called Can t
Buy A Thrill (on ABC/Dunhill)
warns, “In most cases you’ll hire the
wrong musicians in the beginning, but
that’s just part of what you have to
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go through to sophisticate yourself."
Miles Copeland says there’s only one
way you'll avoid the problem of find
ing the right band members, and
that's by already having a name, for
example, former Yes-man Peter Banks
merely had' to set up a management
company and let it hire musicians to
back him up in Flash.
Now comes the true test of the band
members. After you’ve assembled your
crew of hopeful superstars, get ready
for a lot of practice. During the prac
tice period you'll find which members
of your newly assembled crew fits into
the group and which ones have to
leave. The key word in the rock busi
ness is “tight," and tight is how you
have to sound. After you think the
group sounds just right, practice an
other few months to tighten up even
more.
Blend your originals with oldies:
When the band has finally developed
a distinctive style, try to write original
songs together. Take note! It is not
a necessity to write your own music.
Three Dog Night lit the rock sky with
many a hit and never wrote one orig
inal song. However, there are groups
that have been founded just on the
basis of a writing team alone. Man
ager Joel Cohen says that Steely Dan
songwriters Donald Fagen and Walter
Becker met in college and had no in

tentions of actually being in a band.
Although they were first-rate musi
cians, the duo basically just wanted
to write songs for other people. They
began to peddle their wares in New
York's Brill Building, also known as
Tin Pan Alley, until they found a guy
who would buy their songs for S50
a throw. Joel Gold warns, “That’s
totally the wrong approach. They had
no conception of the music business
and how it worked." So if your group
is writing .original material, hold on
to it!
Don Brewer, of Grand Funk, told
Circus he believes rehearsing old
standards is the most beneficial way
to spend your practice period. “You
have to play other people's music
to appreciate your own. When you
become really familiar with other peo
ple's music, new ideas come into your
head. You’ll be learning all the time.
Canned Heat's hard driving man
ager Skip Taylor couldn’t disagree
with performer Brewer more. “De
velop your writing skills!" He insists.
“Put together at least four original
lunes which knock out everyone in the
group and all of your friends. Then
you knpw you’re cooking." Not so,
says Seals and Crofts' Susan Hertzberg. “If people are fine musicians
and you can interpret other people's
work well, there is definitely a good

chance for the group to succeed.”
The Big E: Now that a good six
months of practice have gone by, the
new band is ready for the double
“E:” Experience and Exposure. Start
by visiting local clubs and high schools
to offer the services of the band. Joel
Cohen promises that the easiest way
to get work is by having a dance band.
You can either sell the group by your
self or find someone who’s inter
ested enough in the band to sell your
services to the heads of clubs, the
chairmen of high school dances, or
dinner party hosts. Don Brewer has
always left the arrangements up to
someone else, because as a rule a good
musician doesn’t necessarily make a
good businessman. “I’ve always had a
manager.” Brewer confides. “When I
was fifteen years old I started a group
called the Jazzmasters. It was just
people from my high school, but we
played at schools all over the area.
Then during the summer we played
all over the state of Michigan. We al
ways had a guy to make those ar
rangements for us. He was a real bus
inessman.” When Don was asked if
his first manager was still in the mu
sic business, he chuckled, “No, I
think he’s selling real estate now.”
To free or not to free: Don believes
that in the beginning the most im
portant accomplishment is just to play

in front of an audience, and that
money is insignificant. “Play for noth
ing,” he says. “Say to yourself, ‘I’m
going to get as much out of this as I
can.’ It makes you put your heart into
it. It makes you want to win the audi
ence over to your side. Also, by play
ing for free there’s no pressure from
a promoter or club owner.” There
comes a day when all the free-bee’s
will stop. “When you get to the point
where people are coming just to
hear you, then you should believe
you’re worth getting paid.”
Steely Dan’s Joel Cohen has other
ideas. “Never play for nothing! Twen
ty-five dollars a night is the least a
brand new group should get.” Joel
knows how easy it is for a group of
innocent young musicians to get taken
advantage of in the music industry.
“The more respect you have for your
self, the more respect other people
will have for. Always get paid.”
“Playing gigs in small clubs is a
total waste!” says Canned Heat’s Skip
Taylor. “Groups that do that are
setting themselves up for years of wait
ing before something happens.” But
what about exposure? “A new group
can’t even get ten dollars a night per
man. The guys would be a lot better
oil using that time to practice so they
can get it all down on tape. The en
tire music business starts with a good

Three Do&^ight: This quintet proves you
don't have to write your own material to
light up the skies with neon dollar signs.

song—not with the musicians, not
with the group, not with the show. It
starts with the song. It always has
and always will.”
The magic word: So when your
group is tight enough, put something
down on tape. Taylor adds, "It doesn’t
matter what kind of recorder you
use. Even a cassette is all right. Peo
ple want to hear the quality of the
song, not the recording.”
Tape is the magic word. There is
one single accomplishment that will
sell your group and push it into the
big time more than anything else—
and that’s getting your tape to a re
cording company. If you follow Don
Brewer’s advice and have a represen
tative, it should be his job to contact
the proper people at the record com
panies. Skip Taylor thinks that “No
matter what you look like, how you’re
dressed, how few bucks you have or
how many bucks you have, you’ve got
to go to the right people and sell that
piece of tape.’’
Just remember that rock and roll is
like any other business. When you
reach the point where you're letting
record company executives hear your
music, you’ve got to have a lawyer
to copyright your material. If your
songs are good enough to bring to a
recording company or manager, then
they’re worth protecting. It’s both
inexpensive and easy to copyright
your work, so find a lawyer fast be
fore you let go of your tape.
Do’s and don’ts: it’s a good idea
to do everything in person, even if
it means waiting until vacation time
when you can visit the offices of a
recording company in a distant city.
"If you send your tape by mail, don’t
expect to see it again,” warns Skip
Taylor. “If you go in person, you’ll
get some sort of an answer almost
100% of the time.’’ And remember
—make an appointment. Most of the
executives you’ll be dealing with are
not only understanding of your prob
lems and position, but they’re all
young and hip—easy people to talk
to and friendly. But they won’t want
you to drop in unannounced.
Some closing advice to everyone
who has the talent of an Alice Cooper
or a Mick Jagger: Keep the faith.
Don Brewer told Circus that “there’s
no time limit to making it.” And
Miles Copeland, who brought Flash
and Wishbone Ash to stardom, recall
ed that at one time “They were starv
ing. but they just had to carry on. You
have to have total faith and energy.
Be prepared for heartbreak!” If it
sounds frightening, perhaps it is. Joel
Cohen summed the whole thing up.
"Keep pushing, and just remember—
we’re all scared!”
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Mick Jagger: Prowling the Big Apple for
a theater where he can fly.

Alice Gang Beats
Business Kings
to Moneybags
Tho’s the biggest money-making
y V couple in show-biz? Liz and
Dick? Nope. It’s Carly and James,
who stand to clear a cool four mil
lion while the merry Burtons sob
over a paltry three. What entertain
ment industry makes more money
than television, professional sports
and Broadway theater combined ?
Could it be massage parlors? Nope.
It’s the music business, which raked
in nearly two billion dollars for rec
ords and tapes and another $150 mil
lion for concert tickets in the last
twelve months. And who brings home
more bucks a year than America’s
highest paid executive, I.T.T. presi
dent Walter Geneen? At least 50
rock stars and groups, all of whom
hauled between two million and six
million smackeroos to the bank in
the last year. Big business executives
wept in their martinis when Forbes,
the financial magazine, knocked the
grey-flanneled airline execs off its
front cover, replaced them with Alice
Cooper, and revealed in a major story
that: “The fastest way to become a
millionaire these days in the United
States is to become a big rock ’n’ roll
star.” But Alice had a word of con
solation for the Wall Streeters ter
rified that weirdos and hippies are
taking over Fort Knox: “I have
American ideals. I love money.”
• When panicky New York theater
executives drove a stake through the
heart of Cooper’s long-awaited Broad
way debut last February by cancelling
plans for Alice at the Palace, they
didn’t kill the Coop’s ambitions to
ravage the Great White Way. Alice
invited the master of cinema gore,
director Roman Polansky (Rose
mary’s Baby and The Fearless Vam
pire Killers) to his tour’s final date
at Madison Square Garden in hopes
of convincing the director to help
create a show that even bloodless
Alice: Wall Street was jealous, and Fort
Broadway can’t resist.
Knox wept.
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7 Days of Stones?
Jagger Plots
N.Y. Marathon
Mick Jagger returned to New York
recently, along with tour manager
extraordinaire Peter Rudge and busi
ness affairs manager Prince Rupert.
There was a great deal of business to
discuss. The first was the Newport,
Rhode Island case concerning a charge
that Keith Richard had assaulted a
photographer. The disposal of those
proceedings was “Far from over.” The
second matter was even more im
portant: the arbitration meetings with
Allen Klein (former manager of the
Beatles and the Stones) concerning
Klein’s control over the rights to
many of the Rolling Stones songs. Al
so, Mick is scouting various locations
for a week-long New York appearance
with the Stones. Best bet thus far is
Radio City Music Hall, and wouldn’t
that really be the showcase of the
nation? Mick would like to do some
thing new and different and has
toyed with the idea of flying over
the audience.
He’d like to have close contact with
the crowd. While in New York Jagger
and tour manager Rudge threw an ul
tra-private screening to view the film
of the Stones American tour last sum
mer. The Stones have the right to de
cide when, how, and especially if the
film should be released. Their imme
diate approval is still awaited. In an
other filmic sense, Mick has not agreed
to do the film about Merlin The Ma
gician scripted by Terry Southern, as
has been reported elsewhere. But he’s
still interested in going on the sil
ver screen.
• Jagger and Bianca seen dancing
and prancing backstage at the Acad
emy of Music in New York during a
concert by The J. Geils Band. They
stayed for both shows. Only the firs^
50,000 copies of the group’s Bloodshot
album will be red. The color adds
an extra lltf cost to each pressing-

I
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a

Carly Adds Her
Spark To
Population
Explosion
James Taylor and Carly Simon have
just purchased a brownstone in New
York. Their modest two bedroom mid
town apartment was too small for
each of them to write and practice
in privacy. But that’s not the only
reason they need more space: Carly
has just become a mother-to-be. With
a half-built house on Martha’s Vine
yard, a new album to record, and a
major television special to tape, Carly
is a busy lady. She still has made no
decision as to who will produce her
next album, but it won’t be Richard
Perry again. And she’s still looking
for a new director for her upcoming
television special now that she’s de
cided to dump the people who made
Paul McCartney’s recent special.

New Who
Tour Tumble
Mapped For Fall
The Who will be coming to the
United States in September and will
probably bypass the larger stadiums,
such as Madison Square Garden, in
favor of a more ‘intimate’ hall. Light
ning strikes twice for all of those
who have missed the group for two
years—the group will be back in
America again before the end of the
year. Also, and this time it’s official,
the group has nearly finished record
ing a new album.
The Who: Two tours after 730 days away
from the U.S. stage.

Carly Simon: Turned down McCartney’s
favorite TV crew.

When a sweaty, exuberant Led
Zeppelin trooped off a stage in the
center of Florida’s mammoth Tampa
stadium after playing for over two
and a half hours, they had more to
celebrate than the cheers of the crowd
and the fact that their newest LP,
Houses of the Holy, had gone gold a
mere ten days after its release. They
had just captured the all-time record
for drawing the greatest number of
fans ever to attend a single rock
group’s concert. Who had held the
previous record? None other than the
Beatles, who had squashed 55,000
people into New York’s Shea Stadium
in 1965. Not only had 1,800 more
people shown up to see the mighty
Zep, but the fans had forked over a
total of $309,000, beating the Beatles’
Shea Stadium jackpot by $8,000.
When told of his startling coup, lead
singer Robert Plant declared that the
Tampa date and an Atlanta concert
that followed would be the last times
he and the boys would play an Ameri
can outdoor stadium this year. Said
Plant, “We miss the intimacy of in
door concerts.”

Led Zep Bashes
Beatles' Record

• The rumor that George Harrison
recently flew to Canada for a secret
meeting with Paul McCartney joins a
host of clues indicating the Beatles
may soon be recording together again.
Look to Richard Perry to produce.
• Todd Rundgren is producing the
new Grand Funk album. When asked
if he was doing it for the money, Todd
replied, “No, for a lot of money.”
Todd recently spent three long night
sessions in his New York studio pro
ducing tape sessions with the Dolls
for Mercury. A close friend reported
that the Dolls were not happy with
the results. Todd recently had to can
cel many dates on his proposed big
tour. Was the show that untogether,
or were there no ticket sales? The
answer to that one depends on whom
you ask.

Grand Funk: Turning for help to a kid with
green-streaked hair.

• Mott the Hoople, who scored big
last winter with David Bowie’s “All
The Young Dudes,” are bringing out
a new LP and revving up for a fresh
American tour. This time out, they’ll
appear backed by a female trio al
luringly titled the Thunderthighs . . .
but they won’t be produced or boosted
by Bowie. Says David, “they were
borrowing too much of my identity.”
• Procol Harum’s former lead guitar
player Dave Ball has teamed up with
drummer Cozy Powell of Jeff Beck
fame, with his brother Dennis Ball
(who used to play with John Baldry)
and with Frank Aiello. The group will
be known as Bedlam. They were to
be called Beast, but a Kansas City
group with the same name joined
with the American Federation Of Mu
sicians to prevent the group from
usurping the British title. Bedlam’s
first album will be out any second
now, produced by Felix Pappalardi,
of Mountain renown.
• Bob Dylan asking a million dollars
in advance for each future album. So
anyone out there with that kind of
money, here’s your chance to start
your own label.
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by Jacoba Atlas

a Mick and Bianca Jagger delivered
the money raised for the earthquake
victims personally to the Washing
ton, D. C., representative for Nica
ragua. Suitable pictures were taken
and then the Jaggers thought they’d
go off for a quiet dinner to an elegant
Capitol Restaurant. Their plans, how
ever, were thwarted. The restaurant
turned them away because Mick
wasn’t wearing a tie.

nMmhmImiH
• Geffen, who is one of the youngest
self-made millionaires in this country,
recently moved into the Beverly Hills
home of actress Julie Andrews and
her director/husband Blake Edwards.
The Edwards’ are off making a movie;
Geffen is only renting the opulent artstudded homestead.

Joplin's Shocking Lady Lover

Janis Joplin: Who was that girl between
her legs?

T t’s probably the most tasteless,
| tawdry and totally fascinating book
ever to come out of the rock world.
The opening chapter zeroes in on two
girls in bed together. One is brushing
her head between the other’s thighs,
using her lips to slowly tease her
homosexual lover to the point of or
gasm. The girl lying passively on the
bed is authoress and former San Fran
cisco boutique owner Peggy Caserta.
And the girl making love to her is
rock martyr Janis Joplin. Going Down
With Janis (published by Lyle Stu
art), chronicles Janis’ bizarre love
life and her deadly romance with
heroin from the night in 1966 when
authoress Caserta first saw her belt
ing her erotically brutal blues in a
small San Francisco club to the fate
ful evening when her road manager
found her body in an L.A. motel. It
traces her rise from a pathetic, scraggly-haired hippy who couldn’t afford
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a seven dollar pair of pants to a
sometimes imperious, always lovestarved superstar making up to
$50,000 for a gig and blowing $500 at
a clip on the white powder that Ca
serta says “freed Janis of the gnaw
ing fear” of rejection.
After breezing through Janis’ brief
affairs with Grateful Dead drummer
Bill Kreutzman, Jefferson Airplane
co-founder Marty Balin, football play
er Joe Namath and a host of others,
and after blowing the lid off the Cozmic Bloozer’s deep passion for the
most important woman in her life,
the book finally sheds light on the
mystery of Joplin’s death. It was not,
Caserta argues, a deliberate overdose
of heroin that killed the most power
ful female singer of the Sixties, but
an accidental mixture of drugs and
booze.
Janis “shot up after midnight on
(a) Saturday night,” says Caserta.
She was just returning to her motel
room after buying a pack of cigarettes
when suddenly “almost a quart of te
quila and at least two Valiums burb
ling through her systeip had begun
to react on her with the heroin she’d
just pumped into her vein. . . . She’d
closed the door behind her, stripped
down to her panties and started to
ward the single bed. She must have
been hit by the combination of booze,
downers and smack with the force
of a locomotive. Doubling over, she’d
slammed down face first onto the
blonde-wood night table by the bed.
The impact had broken her nose. Roll
ing, then, the blood streaming out of
her nostrils at least partially cutting
off her breathing, she slid down be
tween the night table and the bed and
wedged there.” Nineteen hours later,
when her road manager found her
with the $4.50 change from her pack
of cigarettes still clutched tightly in
her hand, Janis Joplin was dead.

George Harrison: What was that phone
number in the middle of the song?

◄

4

George Takes A

◄

Pot Shot At Paul

4

<
4

George Harrison forced Capitol Rec
ords to release “Give Me Love (Give
Me Peace)” as the first single off of
his new album because the song was
far more spiritual than Capitol’s
first choice, “Don’t Let Me Wait Too
Long.” But when it came to choosing
the B-side, George showed that inside
the spiritual aspirant, there still
lurks a former Beetle who hasn’t
stopped smarting from the old battles
with Paul. The song is about a world
ly young lad who confesses: “war,
pollution, and race on its way to Bom
bay bore me to tears. All I want is
for you to call me, Miss O’Dell.” At
first hearing, the song may seem in
nocent enough, but buried in its midst
is a clue that shows it is a barb di
rected at one of George’s closest
former associates. When the song’s
young hero gives his phone number
to his lady love, the number turns
out to belong to a phone once owned
by an aspiring young bassist in Liver
pool, England ... a fellow named
Janies Paul McCartney. Could it be
that George is taking a dig at Mc
Cartney’s refusal to show up for the
Bangla Desh concert two years ago?
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Are Sabbath and Purple Splitting Up?
Rumors are running like a prairie
fire through the music grapevine that
two of the heaviest groups in the
realm of metal rock are about to
shatter like a fragmentation bomb. A
short time ago one of Britain’s mu
sic papers pronounced Deep Purple’s
future together “dubious” and point
ed out that Ritchie Blackmore’s in
terest in forming a trio with Ian
Paice spelled trouble for the group.
A few weeks ago Blackmore fueled
the flames of speculation when he told
West Coast writer Cameron Crowe
that: “Deep Purple are too poppy,
they suck. I wanna play the blues,
man. I was born to play the blues.”
With discontent this vigorous, how
long can Purple last?

Canned Heat
Tickles Bette Midler
With Bowling Balls

Bette Midler: Where did she learn to tell
a

Meanwhile, Black Sabbath flew into
L.A. to record a new LP, became
frustrated when the new music just
wasn’t coming together, and jetted
back to London again, apparently
leaving their LP plans in the lurch.
Once again, insiders began to spread
the word that dissension in the band
and a paralysis of their ability to
pump out new doomy music was driv
ing the Dark Princes toward a break
up. But spokesmen for the group in
sisted that the situation was nowhere
near that dire. Sabbath hadn’t been
getting the proper sound in L.A. and
were going to lay down their LP in
foggy London. But was a crack-up
lurking just around the corner? Said
one amused spokesman, “I doubt it.”

Despite the Chamber of Commerce
releases that tell you Los Angeles is
golden with sunshine, the weather in
the city of the angels has been smoggy, muggy and dank. The only ray
of sunshine came in the form of the
First Annual Canned Heat Bowling
Tournament.
Conceived as a press party cum
celebrity sport competition, it turned
into the event of the season, rivaling
the Alice Cooper Ambassador Hotel
party of a year back. Bowling at the
Le Cienega Lanes were John Kay
and Steppenwolf, Ten Years After,
Leon Russell’s business partner-pro
ducer Denny Cordell, Flo and Eddie,
Canned Heat, and assorted radio and
record company folk. And watching
them roll the balls down the lanes
were such stalwart fans as Carol
King’s producer Lou Adler, former
member of the Mamas and Papas
Michelle Phillips, Bette Midler (walk
ing in and demanding “take me to
the winning team”), Dusty Spring
field and Jackie DeShannon.
Beer flowed freely, as did Pinks’
Hotdogs, probably the world’s raunch
iest dinner in a bun. Short, squat
waitresses bustled about bringing
liquor from the bar and charging as
tronomical prices. And when it was
all over, Canned Heat had won first
prize, a group called Rock of Agents
had come in second, Flo and Eddie—
with their own rooting team that
screamed “Beat the Heat”—had come
in third, and Bette Midler had gushed
a final verdict on the evening—“fab
ulous.”

Ritchie Blackmore: Why did he slam Deep
Purple?

Joni Mitchell
To Tote Six-Gun
With Eagles
The Eagles were so enthralled with
the Western outlaw theme of their
newest LP, Desperado, that they’ve
begun to plan a cowboy special for
TV. Joining them in the desert to
film the show will be Jackson Browne
and songstress Joni Mitchell. Mean
while the Eagles’ close buddy Ned
Doheny, who appeared a few days
ago on ABC-TV’s In Concert, singing
his tune “On and On” revealed that
if anything deserved to become a sixgun celluloid, it was the tale of his
grandfather. Grandpa Doheny, who
eventually became one of the four
richest men in California, started out
life as a Gold Rush prospector. On
his quest for the glittery metal he ac
tually saw Geronimo, then was re
warded a few years later for his ef
forts by a seven-day involuntary va
cation spend lying in a mine shaft
with two broken legs. Unfortunately,
old Mr. Doheny never did strike gold.
Just oil.
• Asylum records refuses to confirm
or deny the rumor that Poco’s Ritchie
Furay is leaving that group to form
his own band with J. D. Souther and
Manassas member Chris Hillman.
What the refusal means, in the words
of one seasoned rock critic, is that it’s
a “true rumor.”
It might be remembered that when
David Geffen took Poco over for per
sonal management earlier this year,
he told them they’d either become
stars by the close of ’73 or they’d
never make it. The question is—will
Furay give them that long?

I
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by Kenneth Howards

XXyThen British reporter Roy HollingV v worth leaked the word that Rod
Stewart had slammed the Faces new
LP as “a bloody disgrace,” Stewart
came to the rest of the Faces with
his tail between his legs, frightened
that the rest of the group would
have nothing to do with him. “We
were angry with him at first,” said
Ron Wood between nibbles of pros
ciutto at a swanky New York res
taurant, “but we forgave him.” Ap
parently, though, not all the Faces
felt so forgiving. A few days after
the group finished their seventh U.S.
tour and came back to Britain, they
were hit with their first major shake
up since Stewart joined the group in
1969. Ronnie Lane announced that he
was quitting the band. “It’s time for
me to move on,” said the round-faced
bassist and songwriter in a tersely
worded statement, “I feel the need
for a change.” Then, while the Faces
hunted frantically for a replacement
to see them through a European tour,
Lane packed up his family and calm
ly took off for a holiday in France.

ELP Kicks Into Next Album
Keith Emerson: Time off from the monster
tour for a week in a Paris
’ studio.
1 ”

The mystery of the last few months
has been why Emerson, Lake and
Palmer, currently in the midst of the
biggest tour of their career, have not
gone into the studio together to work
on a new LP in almost two years.
The mystery hasn’t been entirely
cleared up, but ELP have finally
kicked through whatever barriers
were holding them back. After pack-

ing an unprecedented 50,000 Italian
listeners into Milan’s Velodramo Vigorelli Stadium, Keith, Greg and Carl
flew to Paris for a week in the studio
together. But why did it take so
long to begin the first joint record
ing sessions since Trilogy? Says
Emerson meekly, “I’ve gotten to the
stage where it takes me four months
just to write one song.”

©

Lane Calls It
Quits With Faces
Ronnie Lane: Stomped off to France when
he should have been rehearsing in Eng
land.

Paul McCartney: Stood onstage with no songs left to play.

McCartney Clobbers
Critics' Hearts
Paul McCartney was amazed. For
two years, every time he set foot on
stage with Linda and Wings the audi
ence had been cool and the critics had
been frigid. But when the band, all
dressed in black, walked to their in
struments on the stage of Oxford’s
New Theatre and laced tightly into
songs like “Big Bam Red” and “When
The Night” (from the new Red Rose
Speedway LP) the ice was slowly re
placed by fiery enthusiasm. The
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crowd that had at first been merely
respectful began cheering after each
number . . . loudly at first, then al
most riotously. By the time the band
left the stage for the first time, the
crowd was rushing to the front of the
hall. And by the time the Wings gang
were finished with their encore, “Long
Tall Sally,” the audience had launched
into a wild applause that never seem
ed to stop. Finally an astonished Paul
McCartney stepped into the spotlight
and told the music-hungry crowd why
he couldn’t play another encore: “I’m
afraid we’ve played all the songs we
know.” Confessed a critic who had
been dumping on McCartney for
years, “No one really could have
asked for more.”

BACK PAGES

Roxy Meets Dali,

Is Beck Getting Restless?

Climbs

The union of Jeff Beck, Tim Bogert and Carmine Appice has been
touted by critics and listeners alike
as the best Beck band in years. But as
Jeff sat spearing bits of curried lamb
with his fork in a restaurant near
London’s Charing Cross Road, he con
fided that sometimes he has his
doubts. “American journalists call this
my ‘dream band,’ ” says the ultramoody, ultra-thin guitarist. “Well it
is, and it isn’t. There .are plenty of
other musicians I could get on with.”
Then Beck revealed why he so often
seeks refuge at his cottage in the
British countryside between tours,
while Tim and Carmine sit by them
selves in London hotels: “They seem
to have an understanding like tele
pathy. Sometimes I still feel like a
stranger. They seem to me like the
terrible twins of New York.”

Out On Ledge
When Alice dallied with Salvador
Dali, the world stood up and took
notice. So England’s super-svelte
trans-sexual band Roxy Music de
cided that a day with Dali might help
polish its already shimmering career.
The group cruised up to the Hotel
Meurice in Paris, took the elevator
to Dali’s apartment, rang the bell,
and waited for an explosion of ab
surdity. They were sadly disappoint
ed. The master of surrealism ushered
them in, told them he’d invited a TV
crew but that it had failed to show up,
and offered them the consolation of a
cup of tea. After half an hour of spir
ited silence, Roxy finally left for their
own hotel. As if to make up for the
anticlimax of the summit meeting
with surrealism’s master, at a party
that night in a stately Parisian res
taurant Roxy’s friend and opening
act Lloyd Watson got drunk, made
several flamboyant speeches, threw
a dozen butterknives at the wall, then
climbed out a window with a wine
glass in his hand, crawled along the
ledge on the outside of the building,
and crawled in through a window
twenty feet away. Announced Lloyd
to the flabbergasted waiters as they
barred and shuttered every window
in the room, “It’s all a part of the
act.”
Roxy Music: The waiters slammed the
shutters closed when their opening act
came through the window.
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Jeff Beck: While his curry got cold, Jeff
admitted he feels left out of the warmth.
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like “Jambalaya”
Help Me I’m Falling” and

“California Blues” and all kinds of

ravenous
record buyer. cu
hoty it.yocal
Z twan
sy criticize
su'tar.
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Shucks,
am?t really
fair to
Love it!

Worth one listen
at least.

Listen to it ’til the
grooves grow old.

the boy too harsh, mama, after all
he is young and he does mean well.
Why, some of this here record is even
fun to listen to ... if ya like straight
bluegrass . . . but I sure wish them
rock fellers would quit becoming
country pickers. This is the hunnerd
and tenth rocker turned yodeler al
bum I run across this month and lis
tenin’ to ’em all gives me the shakes.
Ohh-ohh, here comes another twitch
. . . QUICK MAMA THE SPOON!
THE SPOON!

Leave it!

Savory, but for
special tastes.

Joan Baez—Where
Are You Now My Son?

VrZ

i

(A&M)

Rating: one mouth
Wherever there is in
justice in this ol’ world, there will
be Joan Baez. Joan, once known
merely as a folksinger of the first
magnitude, has become sort of the
Walter Cronkite of the acoustic set
in the last few years; and this LP
reeks of political involvement. Side
one presents Joan as her folk purist
fans will remember her in her hey
day . . . the sweet voiced maiden of
melancholy ballads. Side two offers
the mistress of melodrama in a more
political light as Joan re-creates an
epic stay in North Viet Nam, replete
with actual tape recordings of bomb
blasts, civilian reaction to the war
and assorted newsreel type com
ments . . . but can ya dance to it?

The Blue Ridge
Rangers (Fantasy)
x~*Z
Rating: one ear, one
mouth
Whooeeee, mama. It’s
thet old cowboy John Fogerty (you
’membah him from Creedence Cleerwatah, doncha?). Well anyhow, he’s
got hisself all cleaned up, sort of dehippytized (shaved his beard and
everythin’) and cut hisself a blue-

Wilburn Burchette—
Guitar Grimoire
(Burchette Bros.)
Rating: two ears, one
mouth
When we last left our little-known
hero, transcendental guitarist Wilburn
Burchette, he was unlocking the seven
gates of transcendental freedom with
some mind-blowing, Outer Limits gui
tar work on an album he was offering
through the mails. Locking the gates
behind him, our Rod Serling of rock
has now turned to witchcraft for in
spiration and is producing sounds that
rival the soundtrack from I Walked
With A Zombie. Wrapping his super
reverberating guitar sound around
such topics as “Birth of A Witch,”
"Raising the Pyramid of Power” and
“Building the Circle,” Burchette
drones his way into a cloud of mys
tical mood music. While it certainly
won’t start your toes a tapping (unless
you are paraplegic), Guitar Grim
oire will send your mind reeling into
the netherlands of electronic Nirvana
... or at least Salem, Mass. (For in
formation on Burchette’s new LP,
send a postcard to Burchette Brothers
Productions, P.O. Box 1363, Spring
Valley, Calif. 92077.)

Cream—Off the Top
(Polydor)
Rating: one mouth
Another 45 seconds—
another Cream LP. Off
the Top (which, I assume, will be
followed momentarily by Skimming
the Middle and Scraping the Bottom)

v^Z

offers yet another look at the legen
dary super trio of the sixties. Every
thing is just the way you remember it.
Clapton takes his super-fuzzy solos,
Bruce sings in a whisper while plunk
ing out wild bass patterns, and Baker
plays like a Patton tank gone bonkers.

Don't Overlook
These Disks
Joan Armatrading—
Whatever’s For Us
(A&M)
Rating: one heart
If Joan Armatrading
wasn’t a singer, she would probably
be a magic wand . . . transforming
every run of the mill event into a
colorful flight of fancy and imagina
tion. Together with fellow singer
songwriter Pam Nestor, Joan has
conjured up a phantasmagoric tap
estry of musical wonderment that en
compasses all the viable forms of
music known today, from American
rock and ballads to sweet, Africaninspired vocal harmonies. Hailing
from the West Indies, Joan pens tunes
which defy every cliched description
in existence. At times she sounds like
Carly Simon SHOULD sound (if
Carly had a decent range), and at
times she resembles a lullaby. Oh, one
more thing—if Elton John producer
Gus Dudgeon liked her enough to
take command of her first LP, you
KNOW Joan has to be special . . .
and she is.

Blue Ash—No More,
No Less (Mercury)
Rating: two ears
Take a little bit of the
Who, add a dash of the
Byrds and a bit of the Beatles, toss
in a healthy slice of the sixties, mix
it all together in Youngstown, Ohio,
and whaddaya get? A dynamite debut
album by a fine young rock band
called Blue Ash. Blue Ash combines
all the nice things from the sixties
with the best aspects of today. They
write songs, not just riffs, and load
them with hard-hitting harmonies, re
verberating rhythm work, catchy
choruses and low-down, flailing lead
guitar. They’re funky, solid, fun to
listen to and, oh yeah, I’d give ’em
an 85%, Dick, ’cause they’re good to
dance to.

This blast from the past is highlighted
by some hot harp playing on “Train
time” and a mini-explosive, five-min
ute version of “Toad.” But the point
is . . . with about a dozen or so
existing excursions into Creamdom
floating around the record stores . . .
was this trip necessary?

Mouse harmonies. (Listen for a really
strange version of Dylan’s “Positively
Fourth Street.”) All in all, Speedy
Keen is pretty neat.

The London Rock
Symphony—Moses
and the Impossible
Ten (BASF)
Rating: one sacrilege
On the first side of this insipid album,
one of the singers belches: “My name
is God and I made a mistake.” Fear
ing that indeed He was right, I packed
up this double LP ditty and a portable
record player and set out for the
shrine of Lourdes, where I played it
for a group of religion-hungry pil
grims. Apparently they were not that
starved for a rock opera. Here are the
results: the first three rows of listeners
were struck dumb while the flowers in
their lapels were merely struck stupid;
five blind people regained their sight,
saw what was going on and prayed
for the return of their affliction; a
small nun claimed she saw Murray
the K in a vision; a squirrel vomited
and several cripples broke the record
player with their crutches while shout
ing “there is a limit to suffering!” To
check further on the effects of this
religious rock-opus, I sent a copy to
the Pope. Today I got an invitation
to his Bar Mitzvah.
ab

Phil Everly—Star
Spangled Springer
(RCA)
Rating: one foot
Q: How does one re
act to an album of hum-drum coun
try-rock by one-half of the Fabulous
Fifties’ Everly Brothers?
A: With the sound of one hand clapping.
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Spooky Tooth—You
Broke My Heart So I
Busted Your Jaw
(A&M)
Rating: one heart
So you thought Joe Cocker had a
gravelly voice . . . well, wait until you
hear Mike Harrison on this grunting
return to Spooky Toothdom. This
British band, apart for almost two
years, has chosen to reform and pre
sent this LP as their comeback ve
hicle. It is, in a word, pulverizing.
Spooky Tooth has never sounded bet
ter. Tough and tight, their melodra
matic menagerie of musical molars
screeches, pounds and whines its way
through eight super-solid limey plod
rockers chock full of piano and organ
laden teeth gnashers which literally
explode with high voltage guitar work
and eye popping vocals by raspy
Mike.
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Speedy Keen—
Previous Convictions
C'-y
(MCA)
Rating: one heart
Three years ago, The
Who’s Peter Townshend produced an
LP by a small group named Thunder
clap Newman. Although it stiffed, the
album introduced a major singer
songwriter to the British Rock scene
. . . Speedy Keen. His first solo flight
is a magical blend of the rollicking
Thunderclap sound and the laid-back,
lilting style found on Townshend’s
solo effort of a few months back.
Speedy’s voice is of the same falsettoinfested caliber as Peter’s and his
tunes are just as catchy. Loading his
rock-based melodics with snippets of
strings and surges of dense, distorted
guitar work. Speedy summons up a
3316 rpm version of Fantasia replete
with bouncy decibels and Mickey

Michael MurphyCosmic Cowboy
Souvenir (A&M)
Rating: one ear
Michael Murphy, that
demon-voiced denizen of country
rock who brought you last year’s
“Geronimo’s Cadillac” epic, is back
again with a truckload of tasty bal
lads and tepid rockers. Boasting a
mellower, more controlled vocal style
than on his debut LP, Murphy croons
his way through a number of slice-oflife tunes which verbally resemble
Polaroid snapshots and musically are
akin to the sounds of a Country
& Western music box. Sounding,
at times, like Loudon Wainwright
(“Dead Skunk In The Middle of The
Road”), Michael meshes together
enough electric, acoustic and pedal
steel guitar to keep the ball rolling,
and his mandolin strumming doesn’t
hurt either.
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Roxy Music—For
Your Pleasure
(Warners)
Rating: one mouth
Do you like synthe
sizers? Oboes? Guys with green hair?
Leopard skin suits? Drag queen rock
ers? Saxophones? Super-long songs?
Semi-greaser guitarists? Then you’ll
love Roxy music! Do you like music?.
Hmmm. Maybe you won’t love Roxy
after all.
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Pick of The Month
Manfred Mann's
Earth Band—Get
Your Rocks Off
(Polydor)
Never in Mann’s varied career has
this master of heavy keyboard skill
delivered such a powerful rock al
bum. Highlighted by shimmering
solos on both guitar and synthesizer,
the album mixes brash, straight-on
rock with neatly done vocal sections
(the usual Mann trademark). The

title is derived from a little known
Dylan tune which the Earth Band
thrashes out with almost a Led Zep
pelin frenzy. Also on hand is a
Chuck Berry-ized version of John
Prine’s (once) lilting “Pretty Good”
as well as a host of hard rocking orig
inals. Sharp and to the point, the en
tire LP is a supercharged effort that
finally explodes into a down-and-out
brawl based on Dr. John’s “Mardi
Gras Day.” Positively un-Earthly.
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David Carradine: Today he studies the
ancient art of kung fu to learn its humili
ty, patience, and physical and spiritual
disciplines.

David Carradine
How 'Kung Fu'
Tamed The Wild Man
David Carradine, Hollywood’s original
a
angry young man” had dedicated
his life to overturning every establishment
convention in the book of
etiquette. Now a half-American, half-Buddhist

wanderer is teaching him how to relax.
by Barbara Graustark
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T7irst there’s Kwai Chang Caine, a
J? half-Chinese, half-American Budd
hist monk who travels the American
West using a fighting technique called
kung fu that he learned as a child
from the Shaolin priests of China. A
man marked more by his pregnant si
lences than by wordly sermons, Kwai
lives by the code of humility, patience,
peace, and, most important, reverence
for all living things. He is an ob
server of human evils, meandering
on a barefoot quest for truth. . . .
And then there’s David Carradine,
Kwai Chang's alter ego and the star
of the highly acclaimed ABC series,
Kung Fu. Both Kwang Caine and
David share the barefoot wanderlust
and the mystic's thirst for ‘truth;’ but
it is there that the resemblance ends.
While Chang absolutely exudes pa
tience and humility, thirty-seven year
old David, the son of character actor
John Carradine, has dedicated his life
to overturning just about every con
vention in the Establishment’s role
book . . . and patience and humility
are not two of his better virtues.
Failing report card: While fans may
respond enthusiastically to Caine’s
philosophy of non-violence, Carradine’s own report card is absolutely
smeared with the stains of trouble,
He was kicked out of six private
academies and detained in one re
form school. He tossed ft cue ball
through a stained-glass window during
a disagreement with his father about
the interpretation of a Shakespearian
scene. He shop-lifted regularly until
the age of twelve, managed to survive
three Army court martials during his
twenties, and was arrested for smok
ing marijuana when he was thirty
(the charges were thrown out). Re
calls the offbeat David, “I have been
lionized at parties in the Venezuelan
consulate and I have gotten drunk on
cheap wine and sobered up on Benze
drine in North Beach, Santa Monica
and Mexico City. I have slept in Pres
idential suites and in parked cars on
Sunset Boulevard. I’ve been in jail
twice, and I know how to fight with
a knife. . .
Sound like a humble, truth-seeking
soul to you? Well, close friends of
David’s confide that, like Caine, he’s
been fighting battles all of his life . . .
by waging war on what he considers
unhealthy, untruthful approaches to
life and to acting, and by fighting to
defend his own unique life style.
Burning the apron strings: David
remembers breaking his ties with the
Establishment at an early age. Sev
eral years back, while talking about
a character he was portraying on tel
evision, David noted, “I feel like
Shane, someone who’s alienated and
trying to relate. I am unable to relate
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to the whole society and I’m trying
to. Most of my life, there has been
an unbending establishment.”
He mocks the Hollywood glamour
lifestyle, but glorifies his own erratic
childhood adventures. “I slept in man
sions, hovels; under the eaves and
over the servants; dined on roast beef
and hominy; I lived in a tract home,
on a dairy farm, in a town house, in
many cheap hotels and on a Glou
cester schooner.” At the age of nine
teen he started acting “for no more
reason than that I couldn’t seem to
avoid it,” he says with a grin. “Pre
viously I had aspired to be a magi
cian, a Texas Ranger, a tap-dancer,
a sculptor and a composer of musi
cal comedies—in that order.”
Chopping down the ratings: David
studied music sporadically for several
years around the San Francisco area,
alternating college with “screwing
around,” as he calls it. He played
hooky as everything from a plum
picker to a coffeehouse poet. The
lanky rebel quit San Francisco State
College over a disagreement with a
director about an interpretation of
Othello, then successfully staged his
own production in a mixture of defi
ance and rascalish courage which has
since marked his career.
During the following years he float
ed across country from little theater
to repertory companies, tent shows,
off-Broadway, and finally to starring
roles on Broadway and on television.
Several years ago, he briefly portrayed
Shane on TV, but turned the old Alan
Ladd gunslinger into a folk-rock cow
boy with a deadly sense of humor that
flattened the show’s ratings, and ang
ered sponsors and true Western fans.
Time and time again, Carradine would
choose a truthful rendition of a role
over a compromised product.
Not a hippie, just “simple.” For
several years, David has resided atop
a Laurel Canyon mountain shelf with
his lady, actress Barbara Seagull (for
merly Barbara Hershey). If you were
to pick your way cautiously up the
seventy-odd broken wood steps that
lead to their tiny clapboard house,
you would probably be greeted by a
most informal scene. For even before
Kung Fu was conceived, David had
already converted his life to a simple,
pure style. He and Barbara and their
nine-month old baby, Free, reside in
a home that looks like it barely makes
the rainy season. Only a piano and a
few crotchety chairs line the wooden
floors; a Japanese mat serves as their
bed; and the sounds of lilting folk
rock music come spiraling up from
the group of musicians who often visit
the family.
At home, David simultaneously
cuddles the baby and talks about the

series. He emphasizes that he never
would have believed that TV was
ready for a character like Caine. “I
read that pilot script and flipped,” he
says, shaking his long mane of hair.
“I mean, a Chinese Western about a
half-Chinese. half-American Buddhist
monk who wanders the Gold Rush
country but doesn’t care about gold,
and defends the oppressed but won’t
carry a gun, and won’t even step on
an ant because he values all life, and
hardly ever speaks? No way. . .
In fact, so convinced was David
that Hollywood wasn’t ready to ac
cept him, that he stumbled into the
audition, with a freshly shaven bald
head, collapsed on the studio couch
and pretended to be stoned out of his
mind “just to freak ’em.” But ndbody
was too freaked out by David’s well
known odd sense of humor. Instead,
producer Jerry Thorpe loved the real
ism that the actor brought to the
role.
Overwhelming success: “Just phys
ically, I let my hair grow out as we
went along, as Caine’s would,” ex
plains David, “and I took off the boots
that the wardrobe department had
me wearing. Caine doesn’t need shoes.
I wanted him to have, besides that
sense of dignity and peace, a sense of
humor. I wanted him to be affected
by America: the new culture changes
him subtly. He’s looser now than
when we began.”
While David has tossed a lot of his
own personality into the elusive Caine,
more than a bit of the monk has rub
bed off on irrascible Carradine. Da
vid, who once claimed that he knew
nothing about the art of kung fu
—(“I’m a dancer, not a fighter,”) —

is now studying the ancient art. Al
ways a health food addict (at one
time, Barbara and David even re
fused to eat vegetables that had been
cruelly wrenched from the ground),
David today embraces the fasting and
simplicity of Caine’s life. He claims
that he has more energy and needs
fewer hours of sleep as a result.
Unlike mere fad-followers, David
recognizes that kung fu is more than
the fancy arm action as seen on TV
and in movies like Five Fingers of
Death. It is a way of life, a philoso
phy of non-aggression that is to this
day surrounded in mystery and steep
ed in mythology. While karate utilizes
chopping motions, and judo exer
cises throwing techniques, kung fu
draws on sweeping, circular body
motions that are as graceful as they
are perfectly timed. But the final goal
of the Chinese art is to train yourself
spiritually as well as physically.
With one foot in the material world
of an actor who makes Si0,000 for
each segment of Kung Fu he films,
and another foot in the spiritual world
of Chang Caine, David Caradine
would appear to be successfully
juggling both. “In a material world
he’s rather unique,” says Kung Fu
producer Jerry Thorpe, “He’s a
giver, not a taker. He wishes to be
faithful only to his art and himself.”
And buddy Jeff Cooper reveals that
David is more than the composite of
his off-screen and on-screen selves.
“He’s a combination of John Barry
more and Mick Jagger. He’s the New
Wave and he’s the first American
actor to make it ... a kind of classi
cal hip. He typifies what the audience
digs.”

David Carradine: Several years ago, a
frustrated David was perched on a moun
tain peak clad only in a $300 turquoise

and silver Navajo belt which he hurled
to the rocks below. “There must be some
thing more to living than this," he cried.
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Alvin Lee: Old TYA tunes still turn him
on, but so do the rich, mellow chords and
easy country feel of gospel singer Mylon
and the jazz-based tunes of ex-King Crimsoners Ian Wallace, Mel Collins and Boz.

by Barbara Graustark

Alvin Lee's
Move To

Save
His Band—
The Music
Ten Years
After
Couldn't
Make
Even while Alvin
churned out the classic
rockers the fans
loved for his
new live LP, he was
planning his first step
away from the
six-year-old band.
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T)lond hair flying, bright lips turned
JD downward into the famous strain
ed scowl, Alvin Lee bent further over
his slim guitar, hands picking furi
ously a song he had played at least
one thousand times before, “I Can’t
Keep From Crying Sometimes.” In
the multitude of fans at the Frank
furt, Germany, rock emporium the
soulful blues-based
rhythms and
heartfelt chanting struck a responsive
chord. Playing material from every
TYA LP from their first, Ten Years
After, to their *last, Rock and Roll
Music To The World, Alvin, Chick,
Ric and Leo kept the crowds openmouthed with fascination as slick
fingered Alvin rolled out “I’m Going

Home,” then broke into “Scat Thing”
with sharply toned vocals that jumped
the notes like a frightened deer.
Alvin steps out: But even as a re
cording mobile unit was capturing
what Alvin would later describe as
“the essence of Ten Years After’s
music,” for a new Columbia LP—
Ten Years After Recorded Live—
rumors were spreading through the
British press that the classic oldies
which pleased and amazed the crowd
were leaving the band less than totally
satisfied. And even while the new LP
was jumping up the charts, Alvin was
taking his first major steps away from
Ten Years After. His goal? Not to
destroy TYA, but to save the floun
dering band by "broadening my hori
zons musically,”—recording some very
different music with some very differ
ent musicians.
Making the social scene: The de-

cision to start jamming, Alvin says,
crystalized about a year ago, soon
after he moved into his fivc-hundredyear-old home in Oxfordshire, Eng
land. The manor house stood on the
edge of the Chilton hills surrounded
by forests, and gave Alvin both the
privacy and the room to expand his
interests. For on the property, he no
ticed several outbuildings and a big
barn which he felt would be the per
per-
fect place to build himself a studio.
The decision was not a sudden one.
For quite some time, Alvin and TYA
had found it difficult to come up with
new material working under the strain
ed confines and financial pressures of
a recording studio, “We need time to

experiment,” he revealed. "At present
we've always been hampered because
you pay $80 for every hour you spend
in the studio, and that doesn’t give
you the relaxed feeling you need for
making music.
“There’s a hope for the band that
we’ll be able to get into some new
licks,” he explained. And Alvin him
self was more than anxious to “get
into a studio and play for twelve
hours a day.” But the new music he
was envisioning doesn’t stop with Ten
Years After. The sixtecn-track studio
will also allow Alvin to record the
material he’s been writing and col
lecting in his three worn spiral note
books for over a year, the music Ten
Years After couldn’t make.
Guitar-oriented tunes: When Alvin
slipped into the studio in June to be
gin recording his solo LP, he carried
with him lyrics few of his group’s

members had ever heard. “Over the
last few years I’ve been writing a lot,”
he admitted in his deep midland’s
drawl. "A lot that I’ve written hasn’t
been suitable for Ten Years After.
It’s more influenced by the guitar.
Actually, it’s more of an outlet for
me personally rather than the band.
I’d like to get into my guitar thing.”
Alvin was determined not to impose
his own guitar-oriented style on his
band for fear of ruining TYA’s own
unique style. "Ten Years After de
veloped quite a strong musical ap
proach. an approach that’s great be
cause it's free form. But in itself, this
is a limitation. It's loose rock basical
ly. On albums of the past, we have

kind of deviated from that style to
try other things; but I don’t know,
it doesn't seem right. And I figure
TYA should do what they do best.”
Mellowing out: The solo LP, on the
other hand, will contain overdubbed
material, with Alvin playing six dif
ferent guitars, "which on a Ten Years
After LP would be overindulgence.
I mean, Ten Years After is a band,
and I don’t want to lead it up my
own private path.”
Carrying his acoustic Gretch guitar
and his tape recorder on the road
through tours of America, Europe
and Japan, Alvin soon collected sev
eral volumes of material that present
ed the lanky guitarist in a far differ
ent light from his work with TYA.
The sixty-odd tunes fell into varying
styles, from "country guitar licks,
picking, and all.” to sweet lyrical bal
lads. Much of the material was “too
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Leo Lyons, bass.

Chick Churchill, organ.

mellow for TYA. I think it’s more
mature from my point of view. I’m
probably digging around a lot more
now. Ten Years After stuff is pretty
kind of ‘today I go away,’ material.
Lyrics that arc just words and don’t
actually say a lot, they’re sounds.
When you rock and roll, you sing
sounds, you don’t sing lyrics.”
Words that mean something: Alvin
flipped open his notebook to read a
few of the poems he wants to con
vert into songs for the new LP. One
verse, tentatively titled “There’s No
Such Thing As The Top Of Hill,’’
barely hides its strong personal mean
ing:

There’s no such thing as the
of the hill
I've never been there again
There’s no such thing as the
of the hill
Unless it's in your brain
I've done what I'm trying to
I’ve seen what I hope to see
There’s no such thing as the
of the hill
A t least there's not for me.

top
top

do
top

“I think realization influenced that
verse,” he confided. “Everybody has
ambitions and when, in reality, you
achieve your ambitions and in retro
spect you should be on top of the
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world, you’re not, because there’s so
much more to keep doing.”
Struggle for fulfillment: Some tunes
show Alvin’s persistent struggle for
self-fulfillment, the struggle that con
vinced him to try his hand at the solo
venture. Other tunes deal with con
crete events, like the feeling of “hav
ing your back up against the wall,”
at the start of an American tour. At
times, lyrics dip into mellow pools of
despair and alienation. Alvin explain
ed that, “It’s not an idealistic world
we live in. When you start thinking
in worthy terms, you often get de
pressed.”
Perhaps his favorite tune, one he’s
carried around for years but never
been able to use, sounds his loneliest
cry. Entitled “Someday I Hope,” it
begins:

Informed, transformed from what
I was born
But yet I search for truth
While the years chip away at my
youth
A nd I think when I’m dead/ Who
will care what I said
So I put down my pen and I go
to bed . . .
Rolling with Mylon: To insure that
his words are remembered and his
music continues to echo in the ears of
his fans, Alvin will pull another ace

from his sleeve. After the completion
of his solo LP, he will return to the
studio to begin another album—with
country-gospel rocker Mylon, who
blew Alvin’s mind last year when the
Georgian singer first visited the Eng
lishman at his home. Mylon, Alvin,
and Mylon’s guitarist, Steve Sanders
journied down to the home studio
of The Who’s Roger Daltrey to lay
down several tracks which Alvin later
claimed “blew my mind,” and to
gether with producer Allen Toussaint
and ex-Mountain bassist and pro
ducer Felix Pappalardi hope to con
tinue the work in late summer.
Once Alvin shunned “superstar”
jams that forced him to play some
one clse’s style—or to convince them
to play his. Today he has found a
group of musicians with whom he
can develop a “sympathy” that en
ables him to blend styles with a new
ly-fired imagination.
But what of Ten Years After? Al
vin seems determined that the band
will continue, even if tours and LP
releases are stretched out to allow
them all room to grow. “I say we’ll
never finish as long as we go on
playing good music,” he confirms.
“That’s the essence of what we do.
There’s no reason to stop making
music.”
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by Barbara Graustark
Researched by Cameron Crowe and
Peter Jay Philbin

Can Yes Break Its Watery Godspell?
The Story Behind 'Yessongs'
Jon Anderson happily chatted about cracking the strange spell that has
gripped the band through four LP’s. But

their new LP proves you can’t kill the sound that made you famous.

Ton Anderson ran his hand through
J a tangle of almost shoulder-length
black hair, uncovering the small “In
finity” button pinned to his blue tee
shirt. His red sunburn, the souvenir
of a recent Australian visit, stood out
colorfully against the backdrop of the
all blue suite at Los Angeles’ posh
Beverly Hilton Hotel. He sat passive
ly, almost tranquilly, glancing from
time to time down at his leather moc
assins or at the beautiful black wom
an by his side, his wife Jenny.
For years, Yes
- - -by
has been pelted
critics with accusations of sounding
as cold and precise as “a mechanical
heart.” But Jon Anderson is plan
ning to put a stop to that. "Yessongs
signifies an end-of-an-era for us,” he
said softly, while Jenny bubbled en
thusiastically by his side, a sparkling
contrast to Anderson’s own reserve.
"We’re going to get a little funkier.
What I see in groups like The Band,
I want to see in Yes. The overall . . .
funk of it.”
But even as Yes jetted off a few
days later from America to their
homes in England to begin work on
a new double LP set that would usher
in a new era of what guitarist Steve
Howe called “brilliant improvisation,”
a three album set entitled Yessongs
was showing that the old Yes songs
were far less computer-like than the
critics had complained. It showed, in
fact, that the songs Yes has spun
over the last year have been as or
ganically interwoven as the cells of
a sea anemone.
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Jon Anderson: Yes’ diminutive writer/
vocalist relaxed in his plush Beverly Hil
ton suite and revealed the tangled dreams
and mysteries that went Into the making
of YESSONGS.

The pratfalls of the plunge: Yes
songs was the band’s first attempt to
convey the “funky” sound that has
become a major topic of conversation
—and possibly of battle—within the
group. With the LP,-they were able
to capture a long sought-after spon
taneity that most observers said could
never be recorded live. But the plunge
into even greater spontaneity is ap
parently putting a strain on the group.
“Chris Squire sits back and analyzes
every song before he plays it,” said
Anderson with a hint of impatience.
“It’s as if his bass is a lead instrument.
But it would help if he became a little
less lead and a little more earthy.”
When Anderson gets impatient it
often means that heads are about to
roll. Two years ago, he became rest
less with organist Tony Kaye. Within
weeks, Kaye had been replaced by
Rick Wakeman. A year later Jon be
came dissatisfied with drummer Bill
Bruford. In a move that took the mu
sic world by surprise, Brufurd was out
and stick man Alan White was in.
Could Chris Squire be the next to go?
That thought may well have been be
hind a mysterious admission Squire
made before a recent performance:
“The garden looks rosy now," he cau
tiously emphasized. “But if I thought
too heavily about the future, I might
become so interested in what I’m go
ing to do tonight that I might go on
stage thinking about something else.”
Breaking the fiery Godspell: The
future for Squire’s fellow Yes-men
seems infinitely more secure. In seven

months, guitarist Steve Howe will fin
ish a solo LP backed by synthesized
instruments and a bit of keyboard
work from Rick Wakeman. And
Wakeman himself, far from idle in his
spacious Gerrard’s Cross suburban
home, will follow his first solo LP,
The Six Wives of Henry The Eighth
The Six Wives of Henry VIII
with a new solo effort, based on
Journey To The Center of the Earth,
followed by a five-date worldwide
tour with the London Symphony Or
chestra, coordinated by producer Lou
Rcizner who masterminded the resur
rection of Tommy. Meanwhile, the
group itself has buckled down in their
new London studio to work on the
LP that Jon Anderson claims will
usher in a “freer” Yes.
Yet Yessongs proved to more than
one close Yes associate that Ander
son will need to struggle ferociously
to break away from the lyrical bent
he has followed for the past five Yes
LP’s. For Anderson’s determination
to write songs about the swirling cy
cles of the green globe earth, the shad
owy god who hovers over it, and the
men who walk its surface with the
sunrise bursting upon their inner eyes
would appear to be carrying Yes far
from the funkiness of The Band—and
closer toward the spirituality of the
Mahavishnu Orchestra.
A musical journey: From the cres
cendo-building snatch of Stravinsky’s
“Firebird” that opens Yessongs to the
last splashy chords of "Starship
Trooper,” the visual intensity of Yes’
throbbing music is balanced by the
slamming impact of Anderson’s in
tense lyrics. And the stories behind
those mystical, personal lyrics were
only recently revealed by the writer
himself.
The strangely mystical nature
themes began to grow early in 1970,
when Yes was still a young and
struggling band with two LP’s that
had gone just about nowhere. “We
were in Devon rehearsing The Yes
Album” recalls Jon Anderson, “stay
ing in a beautiful valley. Nature was
all around us and it was amazing. I
was thinking how we zoom up to the
moon when our own environment on
this planet is all fouled up. The one
thing that sparked me off was the
fact that they’d been to the moon a
few days earlier, and when they left,
they sent something back to blow it
up to see how thick it was. At the
same time we started having the Pak
istani flood disaster. So I was thinking,
o.k. you knock the moon off its axis
and you’re going to mess up the
world.”
As he looked out over the green
fields that spread beneath his window,
Jon penned the words to “Perpetual
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Chris Squire, bassist: Those close to the
band reveal that Chris isn’t totally happy
about the new “earthy” bent to Yes—
and if he left, Yes might collapse.

Change,” the first song on side two
of Yessongs'.
And there you are
Saying we have the moon
So now the stars
When all you see
Is near disaster . . .

Into the heart of “Heart:” “Per
petual Change” became the first song
in the journey through nature and the
frontiers of the spirit world that would
culminate in the creation of Yes
songs. But it would not be the last.
One year after Anderson’s growing
spirituality had touched the lyrical
bent of The Yes Album, he sat down
in his London flat to pen a love song
for his wife, Jenny. Yes was riding a
non-stop rocket to fame with -a hit
LP, The Yes Album, and a smash
single (“Your Move”) fueling its

rise. Yet the new lyrics Jenny hum
med with her husband had little to
do with their newly acquired for
tunes. “I was thinking about the sun
rise being something you cannot fully
grasp,” he says. “Scientists call it a
ball of fire, but they don’t really know
what it’s all about. After all, sci
entists think that we are a super-ad
vanced race compared to trees. But
maybe we’re not. Maybe the trees
have gone through the same trip as
we have and have finally perfected
themselves into a form where they
don’t want and don’t need to have
things.” Ramming their way abruptly
into the lyrics Jon wrote about waves,
the streaming rays of the sun, and
“the wind with its arms all around
me,” were words about the “excite
ment and friction” of the London
streets around Jon’s apartment and
the men who walked quickly past
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Alan White, drums: He’s the man producer
Eddy Offord feels is “bringing Yes back
to their roots.”

“lost in their eyes/counting the broken
ties.” And the key line probably de
scribed Jon himself, a man “lost in
the city,” a man who regarded nature
with worshipful awe, and man with a
frightened confusion. The resulting
tunc? “Heart of the Sunrise,” one of
Fragile’s most memorable songs.
Final nature touch: But if Jon had
dabbled in spiritual, nature-oriented
tunes before, they represented only a
giant step leading toward the ac
claimed masterpiece, Close To The
Edge.
The tune was originally started dur
ing Yes’ second U.S. tour in 1972.
“About the time that I wrote the
lyrics,” Jon recalls, “I had been read
ing Herman Hesse’s Siddhartha, Jour
ney to f^e East' Demian, and so on.
“They reflected a feeling that had
been growing inside me for the last
few years, the need to examine reality

Steve Howe, guitar: The philosophical
words of Herman Hesse ground their way
into Steve’s head. And he sat in the
Devon countryside furiously writing lyrics
to “Close To The Edge.”

and spirituality lyrically.” From the
first germs of ideas realized on tour,
Jon returned to his small basement
flat off London’s Earls Court Road
to finish the lyrics with guitarist Steve
Howe. While Jon wrote in the city,
Steve was up on a farm in Devon,
staring at the rural landscape reflect
ing upon Siddhartha’s words, and
writing down a phrase those words
had inspired—“Close to the edge
down by the river.” Together, the
budding spiritualists composed a theme
revolving around Siddhartha’s discov
ery that a river can give the answers
to the mystery of life. Jon explained in
his soft North Country accent, “Sid
dhartha just listened to it in the end,
instead of rushing around trying to
gather answers from other sources or
trying to find a gum.” Thus, like the
novel’s character, the composers real
ized that the river flows to the sea,

evaporates and drifts away as clouds,
comes down as rain in the mountains,
trickles down the peaks as a stream,
and finally becomes a river again, re
newing the cycle of life.
Messenger theme: And eventually,
his “search for lyrical truth” carried
Jon away from the river theme and
toward a realization: “I came closer
to realizing that there is a God, and
that we are all instruments of God.
And what drives me along is an
awareness of my own capabilities.”
But it often took man too long to
recognize his own potential. “How old
will I be before I come of age,” he
questioned in one lyric, then went
on to add his own personal outlook
on man’s struggle against nature for
supremacy: “The constant vogue of
triumphs dislocate man so it seems.”
Shaking his tangled head, he explains,
“We go to the moon and people are
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The group’s holed up in
London studio for five months
weave a new Yes tapestry. But
less structured, more driving
emerging from the keyholes.

their new
while they
a funkier,
sound is

J

Ah So!
Next Yes LP
A Chinese Mystery
XX7^cn vocal*st/sonSwriter Jon AnW dcrson insisted that Yes’ next
LP will be funky and “get back to
the roots,” most Yes watchers con
cluded that the band was going to
turn from its ultra complex mini-con
certos to a simpler brand of rock and
roll. But now that Yes has taken time
off from recording their new LP at
London’s -Advision Studios to talk
about the radically different music
they arc creating, they’ve made it
plain that their new breed of sim
plicity will be infinitely more exotic
than anyone could have imagined.
Sitting in his London living room
with a chunk of his wife’s organic
bread in one hand and a cup of de
caffeinated coffee in the other, guitarist
Steve Howe repeated Anderson's
claims that the new LP will get back
to the basics. And what basics arc
finding their way into the new double
album? A voodoo chant, a touch of
medieval philosophy and a set of
Chinese scriptures which may be the
oldest of man's written works! “Well,”
says Howe, “we felt the way to reach
simplicity is to go through complex
ity.”

Bathed in throbbing multi-colored
lights, they weave their spell of magical
enchantment behind the pulsating drum
beats of Alan White.

still starving,” then winces at the
irony of the way he sees man “dislo
cating” himself. But the key to the
tune, for Jon, lay in one single line,
a lyric about a man who points the
way, “revealing all the human race.”
Baffling ghost dream: It was a vivid
dream several years old that still
haunted Jon’s memory, and inspired
the vague image. For during a rest
less sleep, Jon had unconsciously
envisioned himself caught in a patch
of quicksand, sinking slowly without
help near. Accepting his fate calmly,
he was rewarded by being trans
ported to a hilltop overlooking the
valley that would appear again and
again throughout Close To The Edge.
There, looking toward a distant river,
he saw a tall old bearded man before
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him, wrapped in flowing white robes.
The man pointed down into the valley,
and at the tip of his fingers, Jon saw
his entire life “all laid out before my
eyes. I started laughing, and I said,
‘so that’s what it’s all about.’ ”
Close To The Edge became Jon’s
hand-painted mirror by which, hope
fully, people could perceive the pos
sibilities of viewing life in a new and
different way. And in its entirety, the
piece expressed, for the band, their
movement “close to the edge of a lit
tle more awareness, a little more
meaning to what we’re doing, a little
more enlightenment.”
New Yes? Says who? Today, An
derson talks optimistically of a new
Yes, one rooted in earthiness rather
than in the nine-layered gobs of Moog

and mellotron madness that trans
ports the unearthly lyrics into an en
chanting never-never land. All mem
bers of the band claim drummer Alan
White, who took over the throbbing
drum beats from Bill Bruford last
year, is bringing Yes back to its roots.
But their manager claims they’re find
ing it difficult to pinpoint what those
roots are. With Yes now in their fivemonth hibernation weaving yet an
other musical tapestry, a looser sound
with more drive and less technicality
is reportedly emerging from the Lon
don studio. But one thing that staunch
Yes fans hope won’t change as Yes
move into a “funky” era is the peace
ful sense of optimistic spirituality that
pervades their music. That is where
their roots do lie.
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The return of Spooky Tboth. On A&M Records.
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